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M.D., MIRIAM RAMSEY, ALEXANDRA
BLISS YEAGER and SCOTT FERGUSON,
members of the Santo Daime Church,
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AMENDED EXPERT WITNESS
STATEMENT OF GEORGE
GERDING, R.Ph. - EVALUATION
OF HEALTH AND SAFETY
ISSUES CONCERNING
SACRAMENTAL INGESTION OF
THE SANTO DAIME HOLY TEA

Plaintiffs,

v.

MICHAEL B. MUKASEY, Attorney General of
the United States; KARIN J. IMMERGUT,
United States Attorney, District .of Oregon;
HENRY M. PAULSON, Secretary of the U.S.
Department of the Treasury,

Defendants.

I, George Gerding, state under penalty of perjury as follows:

1. My name is George Gerding. I live in Portland, Oregon. I am marred

and am the father of five children. I am a licensed pharmacist. I received a BS degree in

pharmacy from Drake University, and have done post-graduate work at Oregon State University,

Memphis State University, University of Utah and various professional centers. My practical

experience has been varied, and includes specialization in geriatrics and research coordination. I

have had teaching experience at Oregon State University and Portland State University, as well

as at the Community Colleges in the Portland metropolitan area. I served nine years on the

Oregon Board of Pharmacy, including twice as its elected president. My professional

publications and presentations are listed in my CV, which is annexed.

2. My Amended Expert Witness Statement was prepared at the request of

counsel for the Santo Daime Church. I have been asked to comment on specific law

enforcement, health and safety concerns regarding use of a tea called Daime which is imbibed by

Santo Daime Church members as the central practice of their religion and as its sacrament. The
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Daime tea (called ayahuasca by people who do not use the tea as the sacrament of the Santo

Daime Church) is made from brewing a vine, Banisteriopsis caapi together with the leaves of

Psychotria viridis, which contain trace amounts of a short-acting psychoactive agent

N,N-dimethyltryptamine (DMT), which is currently listed as a Schedule 1 Drug under the

Controlled Substances Act.

3. I was asked to comment upon a number of public policy considerations

that are generally evaluated by state and federal offcials when deciding whether or not to permit

use of a particular "substance" prohibited from importation and distribution under the Controlled

Substance Act.

4. Society expects pharmacists to assure that when anything that affects

living cells is taken, that it is appropriate. The benefit must clearly outweigh any risk. Thus,

issues such as toxicity, side effects and safety are very important. Agents having

pharmacological activity but not used medicinally are also judged on their risk of abuse.

Increasingly, especially with natural substances, considerations of cultural and psycho social

concerns come into the deliberation.

5. Obviously petitioning for any form of exemption from application of the

Controlled Substance Act requires serious consideration. When the Native American Church

came before the Oregon Board of Pharmacy in 1989, and then the Oregon Legislature, seeking

an exemption for the sacramental use of peyote, the Board considered questions similar to the

ones I discuss in this report. Since I was serving as the President of the Board at the time, I

offered testimony for our position, some of which is referred to below.

6. As noted above, the substance under consideration today is Daime, a tea

brewed from two plants indigenous to the Amazon jungle. There are small trace amounts of

DMT in the Psychotria viridis; DMT is a psychoactive agent listed as a controlled substance by

the U.S. Drug Enforcement Agency ("DEA"), as well as other international agencies.
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7. As one might expect in the case of naturally derived substances, there is a

rich history of anecdotal information and not so much scientific data on Daime. Fortunately,

there has been some credible analysis of ayahuasca, as well as a thorough investigation by the

Brazilian equivalent of our DEA. Additionally, the sacramental use ofDaime spans several

continents, so there are well-documented, practical accounts of its effects upon those who ingest

it. As used in this report "ayahuasca" refers to a liquid having only the same components as

"Daime" tea, the substance that is in issue in this case, i.e., only the vine Banisteriopsis caapi and

the leaves of Psychotria viridis brewed in water.

8. In my discussion, I wil minimize the minutia of things such as analysis of

samples and detail of religious ceremonies, some of which is covered in other expert reports and

are available upon request.

9. In preparing for this report, I was asked to review a number of articles and

other written materiaL. They generally include:

a. My previous testimony before the Oregon Legislature.

b. Plaintiffs' Ex. 1: The Report of the Brazilian Federal Council on

Narcotics (CONFEN) regarding his issue, annexed to this report.

c. Several articles regarding the pharmacology of Daime and peyote.

d. Several articles that discuss the historical use ofDaime. (It is also

called "ayahuasca" by persons other then the followers of the Santo

Daime Church) for religious purposes and healing by indigenous

tribes in the Amazonian region of South America.

e. Aricles regarding contemporary medical research regarding the

properties and effects of the Daime.

f. Testimony provided to Congress by certain offcials of the United

States Department of Justice when Congress was considering
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amending the Indian Religious Freedom Act to protect persons

who wished to use peyote as the sacrament of the Native American

Church from threat of criminal prosecution.

g. The expert Declarations of Dr. Cozzi, Dr. Halpern, and

Dr. Winkelman.

h. Plaintiffs' Ex. 3: Letters from the Oregon Board of Pharmacy to

Roy Haber in November 2000 and June 2008, annexed hereto.

1. Plaintiffs' Ex. 5: Interrogatory Responses 16 and 17 of Defendants'

Responses to Plaintiffs' Interrogatories in 0 Centro v. Ashcroft,

also annexed hereto.

10. I have been asked to review this information and provide an opinion as to

whether or not there is sufficient evidence that would justify a decision by federal ( and state)

drug enforcement agencies to refuse to exempt from application of the drug laws the sacramental

use of Daime in religious ceremonies.

11. The most important issues that I considered when having to decide

whether to advise the Oregon Legislature to grant an exemption for the non-drug use of peyote in

the Native American Church services were:

a. The pharmacology of the "substance"l

b. The short and long term effects, both physiological and

psychological

c. The extent to which it is part of ilicit drug trafficking in the United
States2

lThe Controlled Substances Act uses the term "substances" and "drug" often interchangeably. I
wil discuss below, why it is not appropriate to refer to Daime tea as a "drug."

2
"(a) The Congress finds that-

(1) Drug and alcohol abuse are problems of grave concern and consequence in
American society;

(2) Over 500,000 individuals are known heroin addicts; 5 milion individuals
use cocaine; and at least 7 milion individuals regularly use prescription
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d. The context in which it is administered

e. Whether there is evidence of significant abuse of the substance,
including addiction

I. PHARMACOLOGY OF THE SUBSTANCE

12. There are two major active ingredients in ayahuasca~ or the tea called

Daime, Dimethyltrytamine (DMT) and Harmine. The DMT is in the leafy plant Psychotria

virdis and is a short acting hallucinogen.

13. The Harine is in the bark and stems of a vine, Banisteriopsis caapi and

while not a controlled substance, may have some pharmacological activity. Its purpose here is to

activate the DMT in the mix. When DMT is ingested, it is quickly inactivated by the mono

amine oxidase in the stomach. The Harmine inhibits this action, thus making the DMT active.

14. In order to ingest the quantity ofDMT for toxicity or overdose, one would

have to drink 3 to 4 liters of the tea. Ceremonial use involves only small quantities, 50-100

miligrams or so, barely above the threshold dose. The vomiting quickly limits the amount in the

stomach, and the pharmacological effects last only between two to four hours. Because of the

vomiting effect, it is simply not possible to consume much more then 100 miligrams.

drugs, mostly addictive ones, without medical supervision;

(3)

(4)

(5)

Ten million adults and 3 milion children and adolescents abuse alcohol,

and an additional 30 to 40 milion people are adversely affected because of .

close family ties to alcoholics;
the total cost of drug abuse to the Nation in 1983 was over
$60,000,000,000; and
the vast majority of health benefits plans provide only limited coverage for
treatment of drug and alcohol addiction, which is a fact that can
discourage the abuser from seeking treatment or, if the abuser does seek
treatment, can cause the abuser to face significant out of pocket expenses
for the treatment. 21 U.S.C.S. ~ 801 at 10."

My understanding is that there only about 50 Santo Daime Church members in Oregon who are
using the tea in a "non-drug" environment.
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II. PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS

15. I found the comparison ofDMT and mescaline (the active ingredient of

peyote) useful in my review. Here are the DEA internet definitions for each.

a. Peyote & Mescaline

16. Peyote is a small, spineless cactus, Lophophora wiliamsii, whose

principal active ingredient is the hallucinogen mescaline. From earliest recorded time, peyote

has been used by natives in Northern Mexico and the Southwestern United States as a part of

traditional religious rites. The hallucinogenic dose for mescaline is about 0.3 to 0.5 grams (330-

500 mg) (equivalent to about 5 grams of dried peyote) and lasts about 12 hours. While peyote

produced rich visual hallucinations which were important to the native peyote cults, the full

spectrum of effects served as a chemically induced model of mental ilness. Mescaline can be

extracted from peyote or produced synthetically.

b. Dimethyltryptamine (DMT)

17. Dimethyltryptamine (DMT) has a long history of use worldwide as it is

found in a variety of plants and seeds, and can also be produced synthetically. The effective

hallucinogenic dose in humans is about 50 to 100 miligrams and lasts for about 45 to 60

minutes. Because the effects last only about an hour, the experience was called a "businessman's

trip."

18. The DEA discussion does not discuss the fact that DMT, in its natural

state in the Psychotria viridis leaf, is not orally active, being metabolized by the enzyme MAO in

the stomach.

19. The initial common effects of the ingestion of this tea can include

psychoactivity in various stages, nausea, vomiting, dizziness, palpitations, anxiety and

discomfort. The second phase of action has been reported to include feelings of comfort,

well-being and euphoria accompanied by deep insights inspired by the altered state, and visions

interpreted to have a spiritual quality to them.
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20. My evaluation of the actual effects of the Daime, include, as did our

evaluation of peyote, the historic context in which the plants were used. In 1857, in the

Ecuadorian Andes, Botanist Spruce encountered the Záparo Indians using a drink called

ayahuasca which he considered to be the identical species found in the Vaupés of Brazil

(SPRUCE 1873). The tea has been used for hundreds and perhaps thousands of years by

indigenous tribes in the Amazon basin.

III. NO EVIDENCE OF TOXICITY OR HARMFUL EFFECTS FROM AYAHUASCA
USE REPORTED

21. In the context of this discussion, I refer to toxic as a serious unwanted

reaction to ingestion of a substance that the medical community would generally see as involving

a threat to the current or future health of the person. In that regard, vomiting after ingestion of

peyote or ayahuasca has more of a tonic side effect than causing toxicity, and is considered

cleansing by religious users.

22. When I provided testimony to the Oregon legislature, I noted then that:

(OJne of the problems with things like peyote is there are very few
scientific studies done on it. It isn't a drug that we use every day. .
. and as such it makes it very difficult to go to a textbook and
open it up and say oh yeah, that has a risk rating of such-and-such
in pregnancy. With medicines, any of them, they all have a level
of toxicity and it's dose related. So the toxicity pretty much
depends on the way it's given, and there is not much you can do
about that. I'm sure somebody could get into serious trouble taking
peyote. I'm sure it could be toxic. But from what we are seeing
here and the experience that I read about, it seems to be safe
enough for that use. "

Gerding, April 24, 1990.

23. In the case ofDaime, I could find no reports of overdose or toxicity

related to the Harmines contained in the Daime Tea. Similarly, there are no reported cases of

toxicity due to the ingestion ofDMT as an ingredient in the Daime tea. The DEA reports the

threshold hallucinogenic dose ofDMT is 50 to 100 miligrams. In my readings about quantities

of the tea used in ceremonies, I find from the articles referred to below and my oral interviews
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with Santo Daime Church leaders establish that the normal dose ranges from 40-150 miligrams

ofDaime depending on the particular type of ceremony being conducted, the amount taken

generally to be between 15 to 60 millgrams. It would take a dose of several liters to be toxic.

Because of the vomiting effect, a person cannot possibly take and retain a dose ofDaime that is

much more then just a fraction of a liter (a shot glass or two).

24. The common purgative effects are, as noted above, considered to be tonic,

and also limit the amount of absorption of the ingredients. The relatively short action of DMT is

an additional limiting factor in consideration of any risk of toxicity.

iv. THE SACRAMENTAL USE OF THE DAIME

a. Brief Review of the Santo Daime Religion

25. I understand that the Santo Daime religion was founded back in the 1920s

by an indigenous rubber-tapper Raimundo Irineu Serra, who was living in the state of Acre, deep

in the Amazon. After participating in a traditional ayahuasca ceremony, Irineu was visited in a

vision by a woman whom he identified with the Virgin Mary and whom he further identified as

both "Our Lady of Conception" and the "Forest Queen."

26. She instructed him to found a new spiritual path or doctrine in which the

drinking of ayahuasca would be central to the ritualistic worship. The Forest Queen also gave

the tea the new name "Daime." The name in Portuguese means "give me," which has been

interpreted to mean both a gift and a prayer to "give me love, give me light, and give me

strength." I understand that the religion is what is called a "syncretic" religion, combining many

elements of traditional Chrstian beliefs and practices with ancient indigenous religious and

healing practices.

27. I note that the above description of the Santo Daime is similar to the

description of the founding of the Native American Church that we made at the Board of

Pharmacy regarding peyote. There we found that it was well-documented that even before the

establishment of the Native American Church in the early 1900s, peyote had been used for
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centuries as a religious sacrament and for healing purposes by Native Americans.

28. In my April 24, 1991 testimony regarding ingestion of peyote, I stated:

It seems to be well documented that people are not hurt by that,
they seem to keep very tight control on both the quality of the
sacrament and the use of it, and it seemed basically the right thing
to do to make an exemption on that ground.

29. The "set and setting" influences are the extra pharmacological factors

derived from expectations and situational circumstances that are important to determine how the

individual reacts to biologically induced experiences. Set refers to the individuals' purpose and

expectations about the experience, while setting refers to the environment within which the

experiences take place.

30. The classic example of the importance of set and setting is ilustrated in

the recognition by the U.S. DEA which lists peyote whose active substance is mescaline as a

Schedule 1 controlled "drug." However, in granting an exemption from the prohibition of taking

peyote, the DEA has acknowledged the importance of set and setting by permitting the "non-

drug use of peyote" in Native American Church services. Thus, the DEA does not consider

peyote a Schedule I drg when it is used in the religious ceremony. Likewise, DMT canot be

considered a drug when used in the Santo Daime religious services for the reasons set forth

herein.

31. The Santo Daime ceremony wherein the tea is consumed is a highly

structured church service. I have viewed videos of several Brazilian services wherein the Daime

tea is served. The following description by the Brazilian drug enforcement that studied the

religious ceremonies stated:

The men were wearing white three-piece suits. The women wore
white dresses with green belts, and a head decoration resembling a
small garland. They give these clothes the name of "uniform," and
they are only provided to those who have chosen the "doctrine." . .
. The ambiance was quite similar to that found in the places of
worship of other religions: candles, crosses, rosaries, effgies of
the Virgin Mary, Jesus Chrst and St. John the Baptist.
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They (services) exalt the virtues of mankind, and encourage love,
humility and repentance for one's faults. They proclaim the joy
and the power of those who have faith in divine power and do
good deeds.

The actual ceremonies include reading of hymns, singing and
rhythmic movement. Hyms are chanted throughout the
ceremonies, accompanied by instruments such as a guitar or
accordion, sometimes to the rhythm of maracas. Each time the
Daime sacrament is served, each participant makes the "Sign of the
Cross" and returns to his or her place, which is reminiscent of a
Catholic service.

32. From the evidence that I have gathered from reading the cited articles, I

am persuaded that the use ofDaime in strict religious services of the Santo Daime Church

promote positive cultural, social, physical, and psychological health. Similar to the healing value

of peyote, Daime is often used to promote the process of physical and mental well-being of

Church members.

33. Testimonials in the literature refer to the revealing power of the tea, of

promoting positive personal values and self-discipline when combined with the religious rituaL

As mentioned earlier, the induction of vomiting is considered a cleansing action by many of the

church members.

b. Extent of ilicit drug trafficking in the United States

34. With respect to the substance at issue here, Daime, it cannot be said that

there is any ilicit traffcking or that there has been any problem reported. It is virtually unkown

in the U.S., and I could find no evidence of ilicit use or marketing. It is clear from Ex. 5 that as

of October 19,2001, when the governent answered Interrogatories 16 and 17 in the 0 Centro

case, the governent had no evidence that ayahuasca tea had been diverted from the Church's

sacramental use of the tea, nor any evidence that any peyote has ever been diverted from any

member of the Native American Church for non-religious use. Similarly, I know of no evidence

that any Daime tea has ever been diverted by any member of the Santo Daime Church for non-

religious use.
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35. Daime is not grown or produced in this country. Even in Brazil, it is

diffcult to gather the vines and leaves that grow deep in the jungle. Traditionally, harvesting

was mostly done by tribes and the Santo Daime communities. There is now some cultivation of

the plants in BraziL There is no known ilicit drug market in Brazil for DMT manufactured from

the Psycho tria viridis leaf.

36. Because, as DEA notes, DMT can be produced synthetically, it would

stand to reason that any ilicit market in DMT would more likely result from the synthetic forms

rather then as a result of any diversion of Daime tea. I understand that the process of extracting

the very minute quantities ofDMT from the Daime tea would be technically diffcult and would

require a great deal of tea to obtain an amount that would be suffcient for puroses of even

entering the ilicit drug market.

37. In preparation for writing this report, I reviewed the testimony of Gene

Haislip, Deputy Assistant Administrator, Office of Diversion Control before the House of

Representatives, wherein the DEA argued in favor of granting an exception for the non-drug use

of peyote. He stated:

Peyote simply is not a popular drug; its distribution for use in
religious rituals has nothing to do with the vast and violent traffc
in ilegal narcotics that plagues this country.

38. Haislip did note that "On occasion, peyote has been found in the ilicit

traffc. It has not been reported by the DEA, state or local enforcement agencies to be anything

other than a sporadic problem." With regard to the substance at issue here, Daime, it cannot be

said that there is any illcit trafficking or that there has been any "problem" with state or local

enforcement agencies. It is virtually an unkown substance in the United States, and to my

knowledge plays no discernible role in the illicit drug market. And while it is possible that some

Daime could get into the ilicit market, given that it is only administered by a church leader

during the actual service, that it is foul-tasting, that it is both self-limiting and not a recreational
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drug or drug for pleasure that is taken to get "high," the unlikely prospect of any diversion is

clearly not a compellng reason to deny this religion the right to practice its sacrament.

39. Finally, as we noted above, it would appear from the evidence to date that

only those persons who are committed to following the spiritual path for which the Daime is

intended will even be inclined to.ingest it. The findings of the CONFEN regarding this issue are

accurate:

Moreover, the typical reactions of vomiting and diarrhea (the latter
being less frequent) leads us to suppose that ayahuasca does not
lend itself to easy, indiscriminate or recreational use by the general
public. Indeed, this can be verified by the fact that, despite
receiving a good deal of coverage in major Brazilian newspapers,
to date ayahuasca has notbeen fancied by hedonistic consumers.

V. USING THE DAIME (AYAHUASCA) IN THE CONTEXT OF THE SANTO
DAIME RELIGIOUS SERVICE CAUSES NO HARM TO THE PUBLIC
WELFARE

'l
40. My investigation revealed no instances of any aggressive, violent or any

antisocial behavior in any persons who have taken the Daime. There is no evidence that the

Daime is a cause of any problems to society at large. In this regard, it would appear that the

following description by the CONFEN is accurate:

What can be affrmed is that the search for a particular form of
perception, as undertaken by the users of ayahuasca during their
"work," does not appear to be hallucination if this term is taken to
mean derangement or insanity. Among all of the groups we visited,
there was one common goal which they all strictly adhered to: the
search for holiness and self-knowledge. It does not fall to the
Working Group to determine whether the term hallucination,
defined as ilusion, daydreaming or fantasy, applies to their way of
experiencing holiness or self-knowledge.

41. Obviously, it would not be tolerable ifthe perceptions in question led

those who experience them to engage in antisocial behavior harmful to the rights of others. In

this regard, it bears repeating what was stated in the first travel report from nearly two years ago,

as quoted in item 11 above, i.e.:

Moral and ethical standards of behavior, similar in every respect to
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those which exist and are recommended in our society, are
observed within the various sects, at times in an even stricter
manner. Respect for the law always appeared to be emphasized.
The followers of the sects appear to be calm and happy people.
Many of them attribute family reunification, regained interest in
their jobs, finding themselves and God, etc., to the religion and the
tea.

The ritual use of the tea does not appear to be disruptive or to have
adverse effects upon the social interactions of the various sects'
followers. On the contrary, it appears to orient them towards
seeking social contentment in an orderly and productive maner.

(CONFEN Report at 33.)

VI. NO EVIDENCE OF ABUSE OF THE SUBSTANCE

42. In our society, substance abuse usually refers to the use of an agent

recreationally and it often goes hand-in-hand with ilicit traffcking. Psychoactive chemicals

certainly have fallen into that category in recent decades. Despite the fact that this class of

agents may not carry the risk of dependence, withdrawal or even addiction, the hazards of bodily

harm to self and others is enough to control their distribution.

43. In the case of the religious use of Daime, like peyote, the psychoactive

ingredients are used as a sacrament and rigidly administered and monitored. The doses are very

low and the side effects limit any risk of overdose. I could find no record ofDaime abuse in the

international literature. Indeed, most often there is reference to both healing physical and

psycp.ological ils in relation to the ritual use ofDaime.

44. There seems to be no evidence of tolerance (need to increase the dose over

time), or dependence (withdrawal symptoms following abstinence). Similarly, I found no

writings indicating addictive behavior among those taking sacramental Daime.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

45. Medicine today encompasses a much broader scope then even a decade

ago. Clearly, the holistic approach with a global appreciation of therapies is blending with
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western high-tech medicine. For example, in Fundamentals of Nursing, Chapter i, Health-

Ilness Continuum, at pp. 3-6, the importance of spiritual health is stressed as a central tenet of

holistic health which seeks to "maintain a state of physical, emotional, intellectual, social,

developmental and spiritual well-being."

46. In a dynamic, transitional period such as this there is frequently a

disconnection between the rules and regulations based upon traditional experience and science

and the need to expand the boundaries to accommodate new options. Regulators have the

formidable task of protecting the public while striking a balance.

47. In conclusion, from the perspective of the underlying drug policy

considerations that exist to protect public health and safety, it is my opinion that there is no

compelling reason in this case to prohibit the members of the Santo Daime Church from taking

their sacrament. The sacramental ingestion of the Daime tea as part of the Santo Daime religious

doctrine and teachings, facilitates the internal and external environments that promote positive

spiritual, physical, and emotional health which are goals that are central to the religious doctrine.

Such a socially desirable non-dangerous tradition must be recognized and respected. There is no

pharmacological evidence of ill-health effects or danger oftoxicity, virtually no danger of illcit

drug use or diversion for recreational use, and no issue of addiction that would justify infringing

on this sacred religious practice.

48. Furhermore, to the extent that one might argue there is a compellng

reason to regulate the Daime, total prohibition is not the least restrictive way in which the

governent can protect whatever interests are asserted. Whenever controlled substances are

manufactured, imported, distributed and/or used, a regulatory scheme similar to that which is

used to track the transport and delivery of peyote which is ingested by over 250,000 NAC

members would suffce to ensure that the products do not enter the ilicit market. The

registration and accounting procedures routinely used provide the government with the necessary
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controls to ensure the protection of its legitimate interests.

49. In the year 2000, after receiving evidence from the Santo Daime Church

similar to what I have stated herein, the Pharmacy Board found that the sacramental use of the

tea was a "non-drug use," and advised the Church that it did not intend to regulate its religious

practice. See Ex. 3, the Board's official notification of its decision to the Church. The Board's

action is consistent with my findings that there is no evidence of il-health effects from the tea.

50. And while the Pharmacy Board does not intend to regulate the tea, the

Santo Daime Church requested that the Board act as an unoffcial repository of copies of all

Sacrament Receipt Forms which record each batch of tea being imported from Brazil to Oregon.

See Ex. 3. This would add a layer of protection from diversion, and more importantly it

establishes the intent of the Church to satisfy all concerned that the tea wil not be diverted from

its intended sacramental use.

51. However, as evidenced by the most recent letter from the Board dated

June 20, 2008 (See Ex. 3), because the Pharmacy Board concluded after investigation and

hearing that the Santo Daime Church's importation and use of its sacramental tea in bona fide

religious ceremonies does not constitute abuse of a controlled substance and is consequently not

an activity that the Board has authority to regulate, the Board declined the Church's request.

52. Because the Oregon Pharmacy Board found that the importation,

distribution and ingestion of the tea does not implicate any danger to public health or safety in

Oregon, it impinges on Oregon's sovereignty when the United States Attorney General threatens

to arrest and prosecute Church members for religious activities that occur in Oregon.

53. In 2006 or 2007 I was asked to offer my expert opinion in a case involving

a disputed fine that the Oregon Department of Human Services had levied on a nursing home.

Since medications were involved in the violation, I was asked to give expert testimony regarding

the effcacy of certain medications. I do not recall anything else about my involvement in that
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matter.

54. I have received $1,250 in compensation for my time in preparing this

report. I coauthored a study published in The Consultant Pharmacist in 2005. My CV is

annexed.

Pursuant to 28 USC § 1746, I declare under penalty of perjury that the facts set

forth above are true and correct.

DATED: December~, 2008.

034557\00001\1298078 VOOI
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GEORGE ROBERT GERDING
Licensed Pharmacist-Senior Care Specialist

1429 SE 55th Ave.
Portland, OR 97215

(503) 232-2566
mggerding(Qmsn.com

Background:

Born and raised in Chicago, IL. Educated in the public school system. Served in the
U.S. Army, honorable discharge. Married (Mary Elizabeth), five children.

Education:

BS Pharmacy, Drake University, Des Moines, IA

Pharmacy Practice:

Feb 2004-present Private consulting practice

Jan 2003-Feb 2004 Assisted Living Specialist, Omnicare National Marketing Team

Jan 2002-2003 National Senior Care Specialist, NCS HealthCare

1999-2001-National Research Coordinator, NCS HealthCare

2000-2001 Projects include INNOVATE Study, AVALON Study, Medication Use in ALFs,
Treatment of Resistant Gram-positive Infections in LTC Facilities

1998-1999- Investigational pharmacist, research team, NCS HealthCare, Portland

Investigator: Overactive Bladder Study, 1999
Sub-investigator: Trovan Study 1998,99
Sub-investigator: Influenza Prophylaxis Study 1999
Others: Gain Registry (1000 patients nationwide)

Metrifonate Investigational study
Levofloxacin study

1993-1999- Consultant pharmacist, director of consulting services, NCS HealthCare,

formerly IPAC Pharmacy Services

1977-1993- Manager/partner, Professional Plaza 102 Pharmacy (community practice,
specializing in long term care and compounding)

Prior to 1976- Staff pharmacist- Colonial Drug, Collins Pharmacy, Seaton Pharmacy
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Teaching Experience:

. Instructor, Oregon State University College of Pharmacy

. Active in externship, clerkship programs

. Recipient, Preceptor of the Year

. Presenter, Partners in Pharmacy, IPAC-NCS Pharmacy

· Instructor, Pharmacology for Long Term Care Nurses, Clackamas Community

College
· Instructor, Pharmacology for Respiratory Therapists, Mt. Hood Community

College
· Co-instructor, Drugs and Society, Continuing Education Division, Portland State

University
· Instructor, OTC Medications Review for Chiropractors, Portland Community

College
· Guest Speaker, Nursing Program, Portland Community College

· Health Classes, Mt. Hood Community College

· Video Production-Management of Respiratory Disease,
. Rhone-Poulenc Rorer

· Guest trainer, Pain Management in Long Term Care, Hastings Institute
· Presenter, Gastrointestinal Disease Training, Pharmacists' Service Group, Salem,

OR
· Reviewer, Drug Regimen Review, Pharmacists' Service Group
. Speaker, Kos Pharmaceutical

. Speaker, Wyeth Laboratories

Professional Publication:

Co-author (J. Carlson, M. Estoup, G. Gerding)
Evaluation of Demographics and Medication Use in Patients with Dementia in Assisted
Living and Skilled Nursing Facilties, The Consultant Pharmacist, July 2005

Professional Presentations:

When Bad Drugs are Given to Good People. Oregon State Pharmacists Association

Medicare Part D-Historical and Hysterical, Oregon Society of Consultant Pharmacists

Through a Glass Darkly, OSEC Summer institute 2005

Drugs and the Free-Range Elderly, Oregon State Phamacists Association

When Good Drugs go Bad, Oregon Alliance of Senior and Health Services
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Medication Management for Community-based Care, Oregon Dept. of Human Services,various sites .
Understanding Older Adults, Oregon State Pharmacist's Assn. Meeting, Tualatin, OR

From Greyhound to Hertz, Oregon Health Care Assn. Meeting, Bend, OR

New Strategies for Alzheimer's. Dementia, Washington Health Care Association Meeting,
Yakima, WA.

The Silent Epidemic- Medication Errors in Assisted Living, Oregon Medical Directors
Meeting, Sun River, OR

The Paradox of Modern Drug Therapy, Regional Meeting, Prestige Care, Portland, OR,

Making Medications Work Better, Oregon Health Care Association Meeting, Portland, OR

Creating a Pain Management Team, American Society of Consultant Pharmacists
Meeting, Nashville, TN.

Consultant Practice, Challenges and Opportunities, Oregon State Pharmacists'

Association Meeting, Portland, OR

Sjogren's Syndrome, American College of Apothecaries Meeting, Philadelphia, PA

Ten Ways to Make Your Board Work For You, American College of Apothecaries Dallas,
TX

Professional organization presentations for Nurses, Caregivers, Social Workers, Physical

Therapists, Denturists, Ward Clerks

Various community organization presentations

Postgraduate Professional Training:

Alzheimer's/Dementia Traineeship, American Society of Consultant PharmacistsL

Dearborn, MI, Dec. 1998

. Certified Geriatric Pharmacy Practitioner, June 1998

Assessment of the Geriatric Patient, Oregon State University, College of Pharmacy,.
Portland
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Specialty Training in Diabetes Care, American College of Apothecaries, Memphis State
University, Memphis, TN.

Specialty Training in Respiratory Diseases, American College of Apothecaries, Memphis
State University, Memphis, Tn.

Specialty training in Compounding, Professional Compounding Centers of America,
Houston, TX.

Pain Management Training, University of Utah, Bal Harbour, FL

Research Training, Pharmatech, Portland, OR

Speaker's Education Network, Rhone-Poulenc Rorer
.

Poster Presentations:

· Evaluation of Functional Status and Treatment Outcome in Patients with Alzheimer's
Disease in NF and ALF settings.
American Society of Consultant Pharmacists, Anaheim, CA Nov. 2002

· Cost of Treating MRSA Infections in Lon-Term Care Facilities
American Society of Consultant Pharmacists, Chicago, IL Nov. 2001

· Treatment of Osteoarthritis and Rheumatoid Arthritis in Long Term Care
American Society of Consultant Pharmacists, Boston, MA Nov 2000

Professional Membership:

· Full Fellow, Past President, American College of Apothecaries

· Full Fellow, American College of Consultant Pharmacists

· Oregon State Pharmacists' Association, past secretary, delegate
· Oregon Society of Consultant Pharmacists, past president
· Professional Society of Pharmacists, past president
· Joint Commission of Pharmacy Practitioners
· American Pharmaceutical Association
· Appointed to Oregon Board of Nursing Home Administrators, 2003

· Appointed by two Oregon Governors to the State Board of Pharmacy
(serving nine years), elected president twice.

· Appointed to the Oregon Council on Alcohol and Drug Problems
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Awards and Honors:

. Bowl of Hygeia Award, Philadelphia, PA, Sept. 2002

. 50 Years of Dedicated Service, OR Soc. Cons. Pharmacists, Dec 2005

. Life Member, ACA Research and Development Foundation

. Leadership Award, Region XI Director, ACA

. Outstanding Achievement in the Practice of Pharmacy

. Pharmacy Innovative Practice Award

. Community Service Award

. Pharmacist of the Year, Portland Retail Druggists' Association

. Special Service Award, Professional Society of Pharmacists

· Honorary Alumnus, Oregon State University, College of Pharmacy
. APHA Foundation member

Specialized Training:

. A.A., Television Production

Published Articles:

. Timing is everyhing, OHCA Quarterly

. Dangers of Acetaminophen, ODS Quarterly

. Medications and Falls, ODS Quarterly

. Crazy Dirt, (short story), Northwest Writers Quarterly

· The Technician Issue, Oregon Board of Pharmacy Quarterly

Visual Arts:

· Feeling Different, 8mm sound film

· The Trustee Series, Multi-image training presentations for hospital trustees, Brim
and Associates

. Fairlawn, A Love Story, Multi-image presentation

Community Service:

· Board Member, Oregon State Pharmacists Association
· Board Member, Geriatric Dental Group
· Board Member, Oregon Drug Utilzation Review
· Pharmacy Advisory Committee, Oregon State University
· Board Member, Benedictine Foundation
· Ruling Elder, Mt. Tabor Presbyterian Church

· ToastlTasters International
. Dale Carnegie Training

. Eastside Professional Group
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PLAINTIFFS' EXHIBIT 1:

THE REPORT OF THE BRAZILIAN
FEDERAL COUNCIL ON NARCOTICS

(cONFEN)
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WORKNG GROUP

FINAL REPORT

; .~

"Examnation of the issue of the
production and consumption of
substces derived from plant.
spe"ces" - Recommendations.

l~/J.
,.",:\:/d ::¿. :;..:-~ :...~::..-::;:\.:~ \

Translator's Note: The term .plant" (Portuguese: .vegetat', as used herein, refers specifically to
the psychotropic plants discussed in this report
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Final report on the activities carrìed out by the
Working Group appointed by CONFEN

Resolution No. 4 of July 30, i 985, the makeup
of which was modified by CONFEN Resolution
No.' 7 of July 9, 1986, with the purose of
"examg the issue of the production and
consuption of substces derived from plant
species" - Recommendations.

I

PROLOGUE

1 - The Federa Council on Narotics ("Consello Federal de Entorpecntès," or

CONFEN), wa dircted by Administtive Rulng 02/85 of the DIMED (Division of
Medcations of the Mistr of Health) to issue a declartion regarding the inclusion of
Banisteriopsis caapi among the drgs listed as ilicit substces, which includes

refereces, in parntheses, to "cipó de chichona" (cinchona liana), "chacrona" or

"mar." The solicitation wa formaliz by a petition addrssed to the then President of
the CONFEN, Dr. Técio Lin e Silva, registred under no. 019547, on July 23, 1985, with

the Communcations Division of the Mi~ of Justice. The reque~ wa signed by
atorney Luis Felipe Belmonte dos Santos, an was accmpaned by the power of
attorney grted to hi by the "Centro Espírita Beneficente União do Vegeta" (£'União

do Vegeta Beneficent Spiritu Center") (Attchment No. 1).

2 - The President of the CONFEN at that time dispatched the petition determinig the
establihment of a proceedig by way of which the matter woul~ be. subsequently

examinCd by Commission, to be appointed puruat to a resolution which was to come
into effect as Resolution No.4 of July 30, i 985, published in the Diår;o Dflcial da Uniao

(D.D.U., the Offcial Gatte of Bral) on Augut 8, 1985. Hence, the Working Group

,wa appointed by Resolution No. 4/85 and consisted of the followi members: Antoiio
Carlos de Moraes, vice-president of the CONFEN and representative of the Ministr of
Public Finances; Suely Rozenfeld, representative of the National Division of Samta
Sureilance (of the DIMED); lsac Germano Kaol, representative of the Brazlian
Medical Association; Sérgio Daro Seibel, represntative of the Ministry.. of Social
Secunty and Welfare; and Paulo Gusvo Magaes Pint~, representave of the
Narotics Repression Division of the Federal Police Deparent.

Dr. AntóDÎo Calos de Moras (sic?) was appointed chairman of the Workig Group

(Attchment No.2)
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3 - T,vo members oft.'1e Working Group-Dr. Isac Genna.'1o Ka.rnol 2.n1 Dr. Sérgio
Daro Seibel-traveled to Rio Branco, capita of the State of Acre, in order to gather
fuer inormation so as to better support the group's work, given that varous

communties which use the beverage wider investigation were, and indeed still are,
located in said State. Their visit resulted in the report submitted to the final plenary
session of the CONFN of 1985, on .December 19, dung which it was wianously
decided to postpone its decision upon the matter until the following session, to be held iii
Januar i 986. In addition, durng said session of December 1985, the honorable advisor
Antonio Carlos de Moraes requested to be relieved of the chaip of the Workig
Group on account of insufcient time to dedicate himself to his duties to the extent .he
had intended. Consequently, Dr. Domigos Berndo Gialluisi da Silva Sá was appointed
both as a member of the Worki Group and as its chai.

4 - The Working Group sùbsequently met in the city of Rio de Janeiro, and its
membes unanimously approved the term of the opinon. submittd to the plena session
of the CONFEN, held on Janua 31, 1986, which it also approved unously
(Atthment No.3). Said opinon, which follows, is trancribe in its entity, tag into

accunt the overrding importce, for ths fial report of the presuppositions upon

which it is based, and the fact tht it was approved unously by the members of the
Workig Group and of the Federa Council on Narotics (CONFEN itself:

"The Workig Grup directed by Resolution No. 04/85 to
examine the maer relatig to the production and consumption
of substaces derived from plant speces;

CONSIDERG the investigation and corrsponding report
organzed and prepard by Dr. Isac Germano Kaiol and Dr.
Sérgio Daño Seibel with regard to the plants popularly known
as ~'mar" and "chacrona," the scientific naes of which are
Banisteriopsis caapi and Psychotria viridis;

CONSIDERIG tht the aforeentioned investigation was
caed out in Rio Braco, capita of the State of Acre, among
religious communities whch make ritual use of the substce
derived from a decoction of "mari" and "chacrona," said

product corresponding to the tea commonly referred to as

"dame";

CONSIDERIG tht the aforementioned ritu use of "dame"
ha existed for many decades without resulting in any known .
social han;

CONSIDERIG that, according to the above-mentioned
report "mora and ethcal stadads of behavior, similar in
every respet to those which exist and are recommended in our
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society, are observed v:it.1.in the va.-ious sects, at times in a.ri
even stncter maner";

CONSIDERIG that Resolution No. 04/85 addresses the
varous aspects involved in the ritu use of substaces denved
from plant species, by religious or indigenous communties,
including sociological, anthopological, chemical, medica and
genera health aspects, it requires the examnation of ALL of
these aspects, which must therefore be taen into account when
deciding upon issues relating to the use of sad plant species;

CONSIDERIG tht, by way of Admnistrative Ruling 02/85,
issued by the DIMO, Banisterippsis caapi was included
among the drgs on the list of î:llcit substces without
observg the provisions of Ar. 3, § lof Decree No. 85 110 of

9/21980, which reuirs a prior hearng of the CONFEN,

which is responsible for orienti policy and for the techncal

supervsion of the activities reguated by the Nationa System
for the Prvention, Taxation and Repression of Narcotics Use;

CONSIDERIG, in conclusion, the need to ca out . varous
. other stes refer to in Resoluton No. 04/85, in addition to

those caed out by Dr. lsac Genno Kamol and Dr. Sérgio
Daro Seibel, the Worki Grup suggest to the distihed
Plena Session of the Federa Council on Narotics that it
rexaine the process of including Banisteriopsiscaapi 4i the
aforementioned DIME list so as to temporaly sund said
inclusion until the stdy of every asect refened to in
Resoluton No. 04/85 has been complete, whle strctly
maintaning the sttu quo prior to above-mentioned DIMED

. Adms1tive Ruling 02185, ud oftcily,nog the 
sects

whch use "dae" or the beverae known by any other nae
which results from the decoction of the aforementioned

species. Notwthtading, the CONFEN may at any time
reverse the temporar suspension decision suggested herein in
the event tht facts ar verified whch in any way indicate the
misus of sad tea, including a corrpondig rise in the
number of users.

Such is our opinon. - Submitted with all proper reserves"

5 - The approval of the above-quoted opinon resulted in Resolution No. 6. of

Feb~ 4, i 986, publìshed in the D. O. U. on the 5th of the same month by wa,y of which

the inclusion of Banisteriopsis caapi in DIMO Admin. Ruling 02185 was suspended
until the conclusion of the stdies of the Working Group, with a deadline of six month
(Attchment No.4).

6 - The CONFEN met on June 26 and 27, 1986, at which time the Working Group
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offcially !l:)tified the President of the Council of the way in which it organized its
activities, in addition to reportng on the phases already completed. The Working Group
also reported that professionals from varous fields, referred to in item VI of the offcial
notice, had been invited to advise it.

In conclusion, by way of the sae offcial notice, an extension of the period
provided for in CONFEN Resolution No. 06/86 was requested based on the following
reaons:

"Hence, tag into acunt the great signficance. to the
CONFN of gatherig all necessa inonnation which may
provide knowledge whch is indispensable to reachig a fina
and unbiased decision regarding the issue of the religious
and/or cultu use of psychoactive plant spies; and in

accrdance, moreover, with the recoinendations made to the

governents of the America durg the 9th Congrss of the
Inter-America Indian Intitute (Resolution 10), the W.G.

hereby submits the present reuest to the Plena Session for

an extion of the period determed by Resolution No. 6/86,

which would thereby extend the deadline from Augu 5 of ths
year to June 30, 1987.

The reuest made herein needs to' be considere since the W.G.
can dictly af, baed on the observations it ha aly
mae, tht to date it has not encountered any verifiable

individua or social ha resultig from the use of the tea

("Holy Daie") obtaed by deccti the plat species
scientificay known as Banisteriopsis caapi and Psychotria

viridis in their natu state, i.e., not havig undergone any tye
'-of chemica Pressing, and whch ar used for ritu or
religious puroses.

Morever, to date the W.G. ha observed tht the users of sad
tea comply with the nies of social behavior both with and
without their respective communties, and demonste full
compliance with the stdads of conduct adopted by society in
genera.

Wherefore, the W.O. proposes the continued authorition of

exclusively ritu or religious use, without prejudice to

whatever decision the CONFEN reaches under the tenn of the
fi opinion to be submitted by ths W.G."

7 _. Tw'ò fuer resolutions reted from the report submitted by the Workig Group,

on June 26, i 986. The first Resolutioti No. 7 of July 9, i 986, publihed in the D. O. U. on

the i Otl of the same month, fonnalize the replacement of Dr. Antonio Carlos de Moraes
as president of the Working Group by Dr. Domingos Bernardo Gialluisi da Silva Sá, and
incorpmted the followig group of advisors into the Working Group's coordination

activities: Dr. Francisco Caro Rolin, Associate Professor of Sociology of the

Universidade Federal Fluminense (Federa University of the State of Rio de Janeiro); Dr.

Joio Manoel de Albuquerque Lins, Professor of Philosophy of the Pontificia
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Universidade Católica (Pontifical Catholic University) of Rio de Ja.-reiro with doctorates
in Philosophy and Theology from the Gregorian University of Rome; Dr. João Romildo
Bueno, Professor of the Deparent of Psychiatr of the School of Medicine of the

Federa University of Rio de Janeiro; Gilberto Alves Velho, Professor and Anthopologist

of the National Museum, member of the board of the Sociedade Brasileira para 0

Progresso da Ciência (SBPC, Brazilan Society for Scientific Progress)! board member

and fonner President of the Associação Braileir de Antropologia (Brazlian
Anthopology Association), and board member of the Conselho do Patrmônio Histórico
e Arstíco Nacional (National HistoJical and Arstic Hentage Council); Regin Mara do
Rego Monteir de Abreu, Professor and Anthpologist; and Dr. Clar Lúcia de Oliveir

Inem, Clinica Psychologist, member of the Sociedde de Psicase de Grpo (SPAG,
the Grup Psychoanysis SoCiety) and Technca Advisor of the Fundação Naciona do
Bem-Esta do Menor (FUNABEM, the Nationa Foundation for the Well-Being of
Minors) (Attchment No.5). -

The second resolution, Number 9 of Augu 8, 1986, published in the D. O. U on
the i 2th of the same month extended the dealie for submittg the fial report of the
Working Grup to June 30, 1987 (Attchment No.6).

8 - Latly, His Excellency the curent President of the CONFEN, Dr. Miguel Reae

Junor, on acunt of changes to, the makeup of the CONFEN's board of directors,

whereby varous members of the Workig Group ceased to belong to said board, made
the followig sttement in offcial notice No. 310/CONFEN/SG/87 of May 14, 1987,
addressed to the president of sad Grup:

..i refer to CONFEN Resolutions 04/85 and 07/86 refeITg to
the creation and refonnulation of the Working Grup in order
to examine the isue of the production and consumption of the

substces derived from plant species, of which you are the
Prident, in' order to rees that the fi report of the Grup
be examined by the plena session of the CONFEN durg its
upcomig July meetig period.
Therefore, I would greatly appreciate it if the report were sent
to the Executive Secreta of the Council as. soon as it is
completed, so tht it ca be distrbuted to its members

beforehad.
In addition, . I am intrcting the Secreta to keep you
inormed of the agenda of said meetings so that the proper
meaur$ are taen to allow you to attend them."

(Attchment No.7)'

II

OBJECTIVES

9 - Notwthstading the genenc references made by Resolution No. 4/85 to the
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ey.a.'Tin~.tion of issues pe!"ir.iing to t.lie venous p.s~ects of the production and
conswnption of substaces derived from plant. species, the Working Group restricted
itself to the study of the production and consumption of the beverage which the

communties it visited commonly refer to as "daime" or "vegeta," and which the media
generally refer to as "ayahuaca." Regardless of the names given to the beverage (there
are several others), what is importt to remember for the purses of the Working
Group's investigation is that said beverage is always a product of the decoction of the
vine stem and of the leaf of the species scientifically known as Banisteriopsis caapi and
Psychotria viridis, respectively. In addition, varous naes are given to these two
ingrdients. The liana is sometimes also caled ':¡agbe," "mar," or simply "cipó"
("liana"), and other names given to the leaf include "raia" ("queen") and "chacrona."

It is listed in the dictionar by Aurélio Buaque de Holanda Ferreira as "caapi," a
plant discovered and classified by Richad Spnicë, an English botast and explorer of the

19th cetu (cf. p. 180 of 0 Índio e as Plantas Alucinógenas (The Indian and

Hallucinogenic Plants) by Sangidi, Jr., Albra 1983).

Having intially defied the plant speCies of concern to the Working Group, the

activities peonned by the Group need to be reported, along with the results of the
studies it cared out.

III

ACTIVITIES CARED OUT

10 - The -Working Group caed out varous activities with the purose of
widerstadig the aspects referred to in Resolution No. 4/85, "including sociological,
anthopological, chemical, medical and geneml health aspects". The main activities
caied out ar describe below.

i i - A nwnber of visits were made to locations where Ayahuaca is used rituly.

Visit No.1, from October 23 to 26, 1985, was made by Dr. Isac German Kaol
and Dr. Sérgio Daro Seibel to the places where Ayahuaca users meet rituly, all of
which ar located in .Rio Branco, capita of the State of Acre. The thee groups in
queston- are-known by'-tle names of "União do Vegetä;" "Cólônia 5000," and "Alto
Santo." A report on ths visit was prepard, and is an invaluable aid in the examnation of
the issue. It is therefore considered to be an integr and complementa par of this fmal
report. (Attchment No.8)
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. .!i,_ f~w cf the topics of this work should be highlighted, in view of their

importce to the study presented herein.

"4) moral and ethical stdards of behavior, similar in every
respet to those which exist and are recommended in our

society, are observed withn the varous sects, at times in an
even stcter maner. Respect for the law always appeared to

be emphasized.
. .. ... .. .......... I I I.. I I.... I... I. I. I. I .. I I.... i......... .... ..... . ..... .. ...

5) The effect observed is probably due not only to the tea
but also to the entire ambience, the music and accmpanyig
daces, etc.
. .. ............. ..... .. ..................... I........................ .... I...
9) Once the ceremonies have ended apparently all in a
noimaI -and orderly fashion, they retu to their homes.

The followers of the sects appea to be cal and happy
people. Many of them attbute famly reunfication, regaied

interest in their jobs, fidig themelves and GoeL etc., to the
religion and the tea.
.................................... I.............................. I. ..... ...

12) Among the sects only one seems to have us a drg
other th the tea (i.e., cabis ) durng its religious pursuits.
Ths pracice was abandoned under the Cava1eiros agrent

made with the milta and police authorities of the time, and is
apparently stll being respected.

............... .......................................... ....... I.......... I.

13) Historically, cipó and chacrona were only found in the

virgi forest Some sect have attempted to cultivate these

plants, with relative success. It should be emphaized,
however, tht the prepartion of the tea is faily difcult and

tlm,' -an involves a whole '~eeology" (sic)
datig back to tie immemorial which is used durg a given

ritu. In view of how it is prepared it would appear diffcult

for an amount much greater th tht needed by the sects to be
feaibly prepard. In other words, it would appear. diffcult to
prepare the tea in amounts which could be abused in a non-
ritu way in society at large. '
...................... i..............~............................ . I.........
17) We encountered isolated caes of young adults frm large
cities in other Brazlian States who, in search of a life path,
appe to have discovered these religions. They appear

. nonetheless to be well-adjusted in personal and occupationateims." ,
Other integr aspects of the ''tavel report" which resulted from this first visit will

be addressed later.
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Silva Sá and Dr. Sérgio Daro Seibel to the religious communty called "Céu do Mar,"
located at Estrada das Canoas 3036 in the Zona Sui (southern zone) of 

the city of Rio de

Janeiro. Ths visit was preliminar in natue. Its objective was to prepare for another visit
which would be made durg the performance of what the followers of the sect call
"work." The "work" is actly the religious practice of the communty durng which
they dr the beverae, sing hym, dance and recite prayers, some of which are from

the Chrstian tradition, such as the "Lord's Prayer," the "Hail Mar," the "Hail, Holy

Queen" and the "~Glory Be to the Father."

We were greeted by the spiritu leader of the communty, the psychologist Paulo

Roberto Silva e Souz who took us to the place where the "work" is perfonned, which is

caed the "church." There we met with six other followers of the "doctre," the Dame

given to all of the priciples contained in the hym which are chanted durg the
cereonies.

12 - The anthopologist Regia Abreu, who is a reseacher from the National
Historical Museum and a professor of anthopology at the University of the State of Rio
de Janeiro, reflected upon the basic chateristcs, both in ten of doctre and ritu,

found with the communty of "Pado (Godfather) Sebastião" (curently in the "Céu
do Mapiá" Rubbe Plantation, deep in the Amazn jungle), the supreme leader of the
"doctre." However, said basic charcteristcs ar.also found right in the Zona Sui area
of Rio de Janeiro.

"Padro Sebastião" and his wife, "Mad (Godmother) Rita" are respected

by all and recogmzed as the Father and Mother of the communty, as well as the eary
representatives of the spirtu Father and Mother. In genera terms, what appear to
matter are the grup, the whole, the communty, more th individuas or isolated famly
unts. In ths sense the Santo (Holy) Daime Community resembles the societa model

which the French anthopologist Louis Dumont described as "holistic."

From an astr or spirtu stadpoint, "the basic principle is Daime," says the
eldest son of the Padrnho, designated by him to be futu leader and who is already
tag on the administrtion of the communty, "because Daie is the Mestre (Mentor).

(In our healing work) the sick peon only has to come speak to the chief, the Mestre
already knows what's gòing to happen...

The Mestr is Juramidan, commander of all of the movement in the unverse, a
spiritu entity identied with Jesus Chrst and the Eternal Father (God the Father of

Chrstianty). ~'In spirtuity, Daime taes the name of Jurida," he continued. 
"Daime

is the dr, but the dr contas the divine being which comes from the forest (. ..) The

presence of Daime is the presence of Chrst." (Cf. the work of Professor

This should have been number 12 and subsequent sections should have been adjusted
accordingly.
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The supreme importce of"Padnho Sebastião" in the "Holy Daime doctre" is
demonstrated by the fact that no "church" has the legitimacy to fuction in Brazl or even

abroad uness the interested pary goes personally to the "Céu do Mapiá" Rubber
Plantation in the Amazon jungle and there obta the direct authorization of the
"Padro. "

It is interesting to note tht Dr. Paulo Roberto Silva e Souz went to Cape Code,
Boston (sic) in the United States, where he peñonned "work" four ties at the invitation
and expense of a group of Amenca psychotherapists who, reportedly, intend to found a
"Church" in Boston. In addition, according to Dr. Paulo Roberto, he ha received

invitations to perfonn ''work'' in Madrd; on the island of Maui in Hawaii; in London; in
Brisbane, Ausia; and in Oslo, Norway.

It should be made clear tht the data contaied here in item 12 were not all
collected on the sae day durg visit no. 2, although they were all reported on the basis
of varous intervews held with Dr. Paulo Roberto over the course of approxiately one
year. However, the undersigned author of ths report felt tht organzig ths first batch of
infonnation would make the present study eaier to understad.

It was agr tht we would be in attendace dur the "work" which was to be

peormed the followig day.

13 - Visit No.3, made on Apñl 25, 1986. The "churh" was lit up and there was a
grt deal of movement among the followers of the "doctre" who were prepar and
decratig the premises, considered sacred, where the ceremonies were to tae place. The

men were weang white the-piece suits with a blue frge on their pants, and ties of the
sae color. On their lapels some of them were wearg a cirle containg a sta and,
inide of it, a moon, all in gold. The women wore white drsses with green belts, and a
head decoration resembling a small garland. They give these clothes the nae of

"unifonn," and they ar only provided to those who have chosen the "doctnne." They

were tung intrents which were to be played dunng the "work" (an accordion and

guita) and were teachig chants. The ambience was quite similar to that found in the
places of worship of other religions: candles, crosses, rosares, effgies of the Virgi

Mar, Jesus Chrst and St. John-the Baptist. At the rear of the temple there was an
isolated chamber in whch the "Daime" was kept, and it was interestig to observe that
the connection with the assembly room, in which the ceremony was to be held, was
though two taberncle-like openings.
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Before initiating the "work," the spiritul head, Paulo Roberto, called us aside and
cautioned us that, in the event we wanted to tae "Daime," we should know about the
fudamentals of said practice. He then said: "We tae Daime under the power of our
Lord Jesus Chrst, the protection of the Virgin Mar, of St. John the Baptist and of the
Patrarch 81. Joseph. Daime requires courage and strengt in order to directly face what

people are. If such is not the cae it's better not to tae Daime. We believe in the power
of love, that men are brothers and that pride is what separtes people."

i 4 - The "work" lasted around six hours and began with the recital of Chrstian
prayers, specifically the "Lords Prayer," the thee "Hail Mars" and the "Hail, Holy

Queen," in addition to ejaculatory prayers. Next, the men and the women-in two
separte groups with a table between them covered with candles, crosses, water, rock

crsts and rosares-formed two lies and moved towards the "tbernacles" (one for the
women and the other for the men). In each one some "Holy Daie," in an amount
equivalent to i 00 ml or i 50 ml, is served to eah parcipant who, before reiving his or
her servg, contrtely makes the "Sign of the Cross" and retus to his or her place.
Hym ar chanted thoughout the "work," accmpaned by instents such as the
guta and the accrdon, to the rhyt of maca. The two grups of men and women

dace, with latera, repetitive, unform and alternatig movements. Occurnces such as
vomiti and diarhea are viewed as natu. (The latter appea to be less frequent.) Such
events are considered to be a form of purcation of the ils of the spirt and the body.

Paricipants who are in such conditions are always looked afer by members of the
communty who, durg all of the ''work,'' are charged with supportng those who ar
expiatig their ils. The "churh" is located in a: plac which, by necessity, anticipates the

indispensle conditions which allow ths genuie ''rte of expiation" (though vomitig
or diarhea or both combined). It can be sad, however, tht the performce of "work"
does not fail to anticipate the "rite of expiation," with spaces and places which allow the
purgig (vomiting and diarhea) of any sufferig parcipants. The hym evoke the
forces of.natue, the power of God, of the Virgin Mar and of .al of the saits. They exalt

the vires of mad, and encourge love, humlity and repentace for one's faults.
They proclai the joy and the power of those who have faith in divine power and do
good deeds. There ar brief intervals between the hym, durng which ejaculatory
prayers ar recited in a lively maner to the "Divine Eternal Father," to the authors of 

the

hymals, . and to the visitors, among others. The beverage was served two more ties,
following the
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same ritul (separate lines of men and women, different "tabernacles," respectful
ingestion), in a maner similar to the lines for receiving communion among Catholics.
The last time, the "work" paricipants took a smaller amount of "daime," for the purose

of concluding the contemplative experiences and thereby retung to the ordinar

rhyt of life. The "work" is formally concluded with the recitation of prayers and with

thans to God. After the conclusion, the paricipants disperse. We sat down with some of

them, including Dr. Paulo Roberto, and had coffee or tea, and biscuits and cake-in
short a litte snack-after whch each of us took leave of each other cordially and calmly

and retued home.

15 - The two of us who visited both parcipated in the "work," durng which we dran
the beverage thee times (in a smaller amount the last time). The liquid is brownsh, with
an extmely acrid, repulsive and nauseating tate which, in both our caes, provoked
serious nausea and vomitig. In my case (that of the author of ths report), it also caused
serious diarhea. With our eyes closed or haf-open in a state of varg torpor, as if haf

asleep, we experience perceptions which apparently were unexplaible by exteral

objects. It wa possible to observe these charcteristcs-yes closed or haf-closed with
slight flutteñg-among the parcipants when they were having visions.

16 - OTHR INFORMTION ON TI VISITED COMMY. The legal nae of
the sect is C'Centr Eclético de Fluente Luz Universal Sebastião Mota Melo" ("Sebastião
Mota Melo Eclectic Center of Universal Flowig Light") or "CEFLUSMME," which
own the buildig whch serves as its headquaers. Although it is located right in the city
of Rio de Janeiro, the ocupied ara is cover with dense vegettion in a 200,000 m2 (=

50 acre) forest reserve of the Bralian Forest Development Institute (IBDF), 20,000 m2

(æ 5 acres) of which are buildable. The congrgation includes about 200 followers,

approximately 30 of whom aleady live at the location, as a conuunity. The latter

(including some physician, university professors, jouralists and even a state
assemblym) have outside activities and shar housekeeping expenses. The other
"ufonned foii~wers contrbùte to the "'churh" in keeping with .thir mea, in
accrdance with their testmony. It should be remembered that the "unifonned" are those
whobave definitively chosen the "doctrne." The organzation has received a certificate
of public interest from the State and its date of establishment is 11/0111982.

17 - Visit No.4, from June 13 to 15, 1986, was made by Dr. Domigos Berndo
Gialluisi da Silva Sá, Dr. Isac Germano Kamol and Dr. Sérgio Daro Seibel to the
communty known as the Centro Eclético de Fluente Luz Universal Rita Gregório

("CEFLURG"), based at the Fazenda Nova Redenção (New Redemption Ranch) in

Visconde de Mauá-Resende, State of Rio de Janeiro, posta code CEP 27500. The
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d,Írectar ':f th~ c~nt~r is AJex Polari de AJverga, a jomnalist and wrter. The basic
characteristics of the CEFLURG in terms of doctrne and ritu are similar in every way to
those encountered at the CEFLUSMME in the city of Rio de Janeiro, which are described
in items lIto 14 above and which therefore do not need repeating. Natually, since the
CEFLURG is a rual communty, there are differences which result from ths paricular
fact. Such differences in social organtion are best stated by the declaration of Sonia

Mara Palhares, professor and vice-president of the CEFLURG. in a docwnent sent to the
undersigned author of ths report The followig words are her own: (Attchment No. 10)

£'The CEFLURG is a non-profit organzation, duly registered
with the Registr of the 1st Registr's Offce of Deeds and
Docwnents, and which has as its activity the organon of a
Communty and its spirtu practices.

The Collunty has an admnisttive framework consistig of
several commssions manged by people who oversee daly
ta and divide them among their members. The Commssions

(Agrcultue, Worle, Teachig, Nutrtion, Jantorial, Ritu,
Secretaal, Archive and Documentation, Heaing, etc.) meet

monthly. All of the members of the communty meet daily at
Dawn (7 a.m.) to plan the day's work. Depeding upon the
needs of the Communty, work may be assigned by gatherig
the majority in one ara or by having individuas stay withn
their own speific area and operati severa areas at the same

time.

Due to the Microsystemic natue of a Communty, all of those
who arve fid a field. in which to develop their skills, and the
tendency is towads choosing to spend all of their work time
withn the Communty.

Family support is provided for all those who work ful time,
and we have a collective diing hal and a genera supply plan.

There ar, however, persons who maintan other employment

ties. They generally work in the town of Mauá or provide
seivces to private paies.

There are also the members of the Center who attend the
Spintua Work, wear the uunfonn of the Doctrne." and live in
urban centers (Ro and São Paulo).

Our source of revenue at ths time, aside from private
donations, is uFlor da Águ -Producer of Natu Foods"
and the cheese dary. '

Workers:

i) In the Communty only:

. I Civil Engeer - in the Works Commission, with two

year of Doctre.

i Architect - in the Works Commission, with four years
of Doctrne.

1 Drafman - in the Works Commission, with two years
of Doctrne
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the Community Preschool in the morng: one of them has four
years of Doctrne and the other has two years of Doctrie.

2) In the town of Mauá:

i Teacher of the Visconde de Mauá State School (a State
employee) who has five years of Doctre.

i Doctor with an offce in Visconde de Mauá who serves
the local population, with thee years of Doctre.

i Forest Engineer - providing consecutive services to

landholders and individuals in the region. He has one
year of Doctre.

3) In Rio, São Paulo and other urban centers:

i Psychologist who is curently working in the United

Staes'and retu in October. He has one year of Doctre.
i Doctor with the Servces Support Intitute of the State
of Rio de Janeiro (IASERJ. She has the yea of
Doc1re.
i Attorney with a private offce. He ha thee years of
Doc1re.
1 Freelance Jourist, with six month of Doctre.
1 Publisher, with two years of Doctrne.

Conclusion:

The people listed herein have some acaemic tring, however
the membe of the Communty work in many capacities which
are specific to the rul environment, with the result that new

fields of study and reseach are openig up. For example: the
cheese dairy, poultr fang, herbal healg, faming and the
Works Commssion (reseach has been cared out on cement
and adobe floors. by studying books, texts from the Banco
Nacional ci Habitação (BNH, the National Housin Ban), and
corrspndence with architects in other countres). Al of the
members of the Comruntyar registered, and these records
are available to you.

Mauá May 20, i 987

Sonia Mara Palares
Vice-President of the CEFLURG

i 8 - One piece of inormation which is indicative of the unty of the "doctrne"
followed by the two centers-te one in Rio de Janeiro and the other in Visconde de

Mauá, is tht their respective names include the name of the "Padrinho" Sebastião Mota
Melo (the Rio de Janeiro center) and the name of the "Madra" Rita Gregório (the
Visconde de Mauá center), who are the early representatives of the spirtu Father aid

Mother..'.--.
"",_LtC

As visitors we all parcipated in the "work" performed, which merits the same
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importce, akin to the differences one would notice between two Catholic masses

celebrated in two different parishes.

As occured in Rio de Janeiro, we all took part in the "work," and ingested the
beverage which, once again provoked nausea and vomitig. It should be noted, however,
that we visitors concluded tht the strong emetic effects of the drnk are attenuated by
paricipating in the dacing and the chants.

Special mentiori should also be given to the special "work~' performed on Sunday

mornngs, the so-called "Children's Daime;' when the dr is served to the children in
much smaler doses (the yoUngest, some of them still nuring, tae "daie" from a

teapoon). There were pregnt women who had parcipated in the "work" both on
Sunday and the day before. Some of them told of their expenences, which they
considered highy positive, of using "dae" durg childbir..

One of the women, to give an exaple, described the percepti~n which ca be
experienced durg childbir which . led her to a fu underdig of that moment and

her profound lovig relationsp with her son being born. She then added tht her

subsequent relationsp with this son wa more intense and positive th that experienced

with her older son.

Ths Communty, just as the one in Rio de Janeiro had done, provided all
requested inormation and gave ful support to the visitors, treating them with hospitaity
and giving them full access to al of the outbuildings and ar of the Rach.

19 - Visit No.5, from July 14 to 20, 1986, wa made by Dr. Domigos Bernardo
Gialluisi da Silva Sá, Dr. Sérgio l)aro Seibel, Dr. Sérgio Sakon and Dr. Clara Lúcia de
Oliveir Ine~ and included thee destintions: Rio Braco, capita of the Stae of Acre;
the locality .tcnown as' Boca do Acre, .in th State of. Amaznas; and, the Céu do Mapiá
Rubber ,Plantation, in the Amon jungle.

Preliminai clarfications: Although Dr. Sérgio Sakon is not a member of the
Workig Group under the terms of Resolutions no. 04/85 and no. 07186, it should be
noted tht he is a member of the CONFEN board, a representative of the Federa Police,

and is the substitute, within the CONFEN, of the representative from the Federal Police
Deparent, Dr. Paulo Gustavo Magalhães Pinto. He was therefore invited to join the
tea makg the jourey in question. Ths invitation was made because, at the time,
board member Paulo Gustavo Magalães Pinto was unable to make said trp due to his
professional obligations with the Federa Police Deparent. Dr. Clara Inem parcipated
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We were also joined by Dr. Paulo Roberto Silva e Souza, from the previously
mentioned "Céu do Mar" communty, located in the city of Rio 'de Janeiro, who met us at

Rio de Janeiro International Airprt and accompaned us until our arval at the Céu do
Mapiá Rubber Plantation. We were informed by him in detal about the varous phases ()f
the upcoming jourey, in view of the complexities involved (varous means cf

trsporttion; food ,and potable water supplies durng the river passage; medcations,

including anti-malaral treatment, smallpox vaccinations, etc.). Dr. Paulo Roberto was
perfectly acquainted with the route, having periodically met with "Padrnho Sebastião"

and hi communty at the "Céu do Mapiá" Rubber Plantation.

20 - Date: 07/14/86 - We arved at Rio Braco and, on the same day, we continued in

a single-engine airplane to Boca do Acre, about a 30-minute flght. The locality known as
Boca do Acre is located on die ban of the Pur river and its population, overal,
appeed faily poor. Located there is what the followers of the "Santo Daie doctre"
ca a "first-aid clinic." Ths is emergency trtment, adnistered by followers of the
set authori by "Pado Sebasão," to persons requirg help for their physical or
spirtu sufering; We obtaed ths and other informaton from the varous members of

the "doctre," some of whom reside there, and from others who had come from

elsewhere in BrazL.

It is intersting to note tht the communty living in the Amon jungle, known as
"Céu do Mapiá," was rug a commercial business, like a restaurt or snack bar in
Boca do Acre. Ths activity is managed by one of its members-the same who had
provided us with these clarfications. In any event, this location is an importt par of the
strctu of the jungle-based comnunty, since, as we later observed, it serves as a smal
consumer market for the products produced in "Céu do Mapiá," such as the latex they
extrct in the rubber plantation, refied sugar, and agcultu products, includin those
consumed at the above-mentioned business. At the same time, Boca do Acre serves as a
supplier of necessities for the inhbitats of the ,rubber plantation, including goods such

as clothng, medicine, tools, household utensils, etc.

(21 -) Date: 07115/1986. In the morng we left Boca do Acre aboar the "Tucuxi," a
vessel from theINCRA (lnstituto Nacional de' Coloniza e Reforma Agra, the
Nationa Institute for Agran Settlement and Reform), and followed the Pur river up
to the mouth of the Mapiá narows (text cut off at page bottom)
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unoccupied hut on the ban of the narows. Indeed, to continue the jourey durng the
night would have been extremely hazardous, on account of reduced visibilty and the
highly sinuous nature of the narows, along with the nwnerous tns and branches which

need to be avoided all along the way. Moreover, we were wared many times that we
would need to tae great care in walng on the nverbed through the narows on account
of the ferocious sting of the freshwater rays there. Ths brief nartion is importt in that

it conveys the diffculties and adverse conditions which trvelers mus face in order to
re8ch the commwity of"Pado Sebastião" and "Madr Rita" at the "Céu do Mapiá
Rubber Plantation." Indeed, we encountered people from a number of regions of Brazil

(includig Braíla, Baha, Rio de Janeiro and Visconde de Mauá) durng our jourey.

The impression of the author of ths study wa that many of these people had the

charactenstics of genuine pilgrms makg their way to the center of the "Santo Daie
doctre," in search of sacre contàct with the elderly man with an apostle's beard:

"Padrio Sebastião," thus jusfyg the many inconveniences and diffculties
confonted. All of ths, together with the attempt to live in hamony with natue, appear
to be very rich material for later analysis by sociologist. In addition, witnessin the
interation among members of groups from different regions and cultues of Bral is

essential in order to accurtely assess the topic and fi considerations of ths report.

(22 -J Date: 07116/1986. Arval at the "Céu do Maiá Rubber Plantation," where we
stayed unti our depare on the i 9th of the same month. The vilage is small, with
around 250 inabitats, as reported to us by members of ths communty, which was
founded and nurred in the hear of the Amon jungle. There ar a nwnber of huts of
the tye shown in the photos atthed hereto (Attchment No. 10, photos I to XII, all of
which ar reproduced with the peission of the historian Vera Fróes, autor of the book
História do Povo Juramidan -A Cultura do Santo Daime, i.e.: History of the Juramidan
People - The Santo Daime Culture, which received the Suftama Prize for History in
1983).

As sted previouly, ther were people frm varous par of Brazl, and even

outside the countr. Curntly, since the time of our visit, there are people who are

moving there pennently; such is the case of tle clinca psychiatrst who is pictued
alone in photo no. II, in the center of photo no. Vin, and beside "Padro Sebastião" in
photo no. IV. Ths psychiatst a mared man with children, wa met by the author of
ths study durng Visit No.4, at Visconde de Mauá His move was reported to us by the
historian Vera Fróes.
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23 - Date: 071J 7/1986. As of this date, 8."1d ll"ltil t.~e evening of the follováng day, zJI

of the most importt moments of our visit were recorded on video. In addition to tls
documenta, a number of interviews were recorded with members of the commwity,
both male and female, and of varous ages. All of ths material is available for the
CONFEN to examne.

The first place we visited was where the leaves (Urainh" or "chacrona") were
stored for use in the "feitio" ("craf"), the teon given to the entir "Daime" prepartion
process. These leaves, we were told, came from Rio Branco. The leaf plantation is much
smaller than the liana plantation, with the latter numbering some 5,000 plants. We went

to see the so-called jagube grove (a plantation of the cipó or jagube liana) where it was
explained to us tht the idea haest tie is afer five year, and tht it is possible to use
the vine after thee year, although at tht point it is stil slender.

The new "cra hous" was being completed. It contained a hear for preparng
the beverage in large alumnwn pots, with a capacity of up to 120 liters (= 30 gallons),
and tree stups arged in two rows of seven, one in frnt of the other, with small
benches where the followers of the "docte" sit dung the "poundig" (bateção). The
"poundig" is the procss of macerang the lian Ths wa done, with rhytc stokes,

usin mallets fashioned by the communty members themselves.

We also visited sites planed for the millng of sugar cane, and for the production
and storae of refied sugar. The communty also fau the land for its own susnance,
and reportedly the only thg it nees to obtan from the outside (in Boca do Acre) is sat.

It should also be noted tht the harestg and sae of latex sap playa signficant role in

the economy of the communty.

Photogrph no. II shows the "Healing House" (Casa de Cura), whch, as its name

sugest, is intended for the ritus which ai to eae or elimite the physical or

spirtu sufferig of those who seek succor frm the "doctrie."

At nighttme, all of the visitors toOk par in a "work" ritu. Once agai, we
remared upon the similarty of the ritu to what we had witnessed in Rio de Janeiro and

in Visconde de Mauá, to such an extent th it is entirly possible to rely once again upon
the description given previously in items 13 and i 4 for a faily accurte pictue of how
the "work" on the night of 4117/1 986 wa performed. The visitors paricipated fully in the
ingestion of the beverage, in the chants and in the dance.

There were, also occurnces of nausea and forceful vomitig. It is noteworty
that the greater the amount of the beverage ingested ' (text cut off at page bottom 1
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24 - Date: 07/18/1986. The "craf house" was completed durng the day. The women

selected, cleaned and arged the leaves, while the men vigorously scrubbed the cipó
liana in order to prepare it for steeping.

Fresh Psychotria leaves and macerated Banisteriopsis are arged in alternating

layers inside of the big boilng pots. Ths preparation is handled by "specialists," since
appearance, flavor and immediate effect are importt factors in verifying whether the
preparation is suitable. The same liquid is generally used to boil thee successive batches
of fresh material from said plants. The end result is a thck brownsh liquid which is
fitered in order to remove fibrous mater. Depending upon its phase of boiling, "dae"
is designated as either first, secnd or thrd degr. The firs degree is the stongest, since
it resuts from boilng with a thrd batch. However, the final beverae may be more or
less active as a result of using more or less material (plants) or, reportedly, depending on
the use of the brach (the mildest par), the mai sta of the liana, or its roots (the
stongest par).

Store adequately, some saples may remai fully active for several year. Ths
contrdicts the notion that ayahuaca prepamtions are only active for a short period.

Ths beverage is usualy prepard durg special ceremonies with great symbolic
and relîgîous signcance.

2S - We all took par in the "cra" ceremony, which culminated with the dnnkng of

the fresh 6'dae." Ths was unlike other "work." The beverage wa dr in the "cra

hous" itslf, which is situted in an open cleag in the middle of the jungle, at a
distce from the other hut. The new beverage seeed to tate less acrid and repulsive,
however, once agai, a number of paicipants vomited. It is interesting to observe tht,
durng the umiraes" (moments of ecstay, of clairvoyant contemplation or of visionar
expeence), people's eyes ar generaly closed or half shut and their eyelids appea to
flutter lightly.

From then on we all remaned seated as chants were sung. It is importt to note
.

tht the settng~ the contact with the Amon forest at nighttime under a full moon, the
hym and their words evokig the force of the elements and the divie power, and the
,reciprocal will 'to encounter the other and the sacre, have °a signcant influence (text cut

off at page bottom)
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Ths special "work" was led by Alfredo, son of "Padrnho Sebastião," whom we
were only able to converse with briefly on account of his ongoing ilness.

A few bnef accounts concernng "Padnnho Sebastião" and the "Céu do Mapiá
Rubber Plantation" are therefore included below. These accounts have been extcted
from the aforementioned História do Povo Juramidam, by Vera Fróes:

"Sebasão Mota de Melo was born in Eininepé in the State of Amaznas
on October 7, 1920. As early as 1975 the members of his rual "Santo
Daime" community began callng him "padrnho" ("godfather"), a word
which expresses respet for and recognition of his abilties as a spiritul
mentor, while at the sae time making whoever so addresses him his

"godchild" and protégé under his spirtul guidace.

Padrinho Sebasião report that he lived with health problems as soon as
he was born, and that, as a child, he hear voices frm the spirit world
and had visions and dreas which revealed events which had yet to
occur. At the age of eight, he had a dre which he interrets a sign of
the mission he was to acmplish year later, with Santo Daime:

") was alone in the middle of the jungle, weag a felt hat on my
hea and dar clothes, when suddenly a Îir arse and that
tenifyingro was coming and I saw the litle tongue of fir
engulf everyng, it bured everying, nothing was left only

the place where I was... I was going to se the vision of my life
fifteen yea forward, there in Amaznas: of the water, of the

jungle and of the astrl plane. But I didn't understad any of that
and everying was like a drea... I willfully ignore it, but it
wa happening and then I was seing the result. It kept up and i
began to fly. As I flew and sa what the as plane is like, I
entere the forest and the wate and as I did so i saw the
visions. Wit time I bega to work with a spirtuism (sic)
which apped and a voice began to cal me: 'Basiãol', and i
answere 'Hey there!' Then the light went out and the voice
stoppe. But time went by and I caught an as airplane and i

arved in Ac~. i didn't delay, I cae, I was coming materially."

For the Padriolo there is a difference beteen dreas, hallucinations and
- visions, and it is ver importt fo a heaer to knowhow-to ditIeretiate
between these phenomena:

"Don't go thinking that a mirção is a dram or that a vision is a
miração. The miração leaves you doubtfl, you saw it but you

didn't see it, and when it's a vision, it's stil like you're having a
dr but it's not, itls the trth you're seing everying,
you're heag and seeing. Drea are more muddled, you
wander aimlessly, get on a naow pat and head down it, but
when you wae up you're not conscious of it. Durg a vision
you ar fully conscious, more than ever... ..

Just as in the cae of Mest (Mentor) Irineu,the initiation of Padrinho
Sebastião was guided by a shaman Mestre Osvaldo, a São Paulo-born
black man also known as "Cumpade (God-Daddy) Osvaldo" on account
of his being the godfather ofSebasião's son, Pedro Mota.

During a yea spent in the jungle near the (ilegible) river,
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?::¿:ir:b Seb:s~iË.o lez.med with Osvaldo how to perfonn work with a
spiritual group, a communion alta and activities, and hosted the medium
and surgeon Dr. Bezerra de Menezes. Depending upon the condition of
the il who came to see Osvaldo, he would send for Padrinho Sebastião to
perfonn the healing." (Op. cit., pp. 4 i -42)

"Céu do Mapiá" is now the headquaers of the Centro Eclético de Fluente Luz
Universal Ramundo Irneu Serr (CEFLURS), which was previously based in "Co1ônia
Cinco Mil" ("Settlement SOOO"), at kilometer 9 of the Porto Acre highway. It was given
the name "SOOO" because, "once the rubber plantation ceased operations, the. land was

divided into settements which were each sold for five thousd old crueiros." (Vera
Fróes, op. cit., p. 43-44.)

Padnnho Sebastião and "his people," naely the communty which has him as its
spirtu leader, moved to the "Rio do Ouro Rubber Plantation" in the region of the
Endim river, on the ban of the Igarapé Trena naows. Vera Fróes narates:

"To the surnse of all, the Padrinho anounce in 1981 that this was not
the locion determed by the astr plane where the New Jeniem was
to be built. At the same time, persns interested in the land cultivat by
the community had. begun to exert prssur on acunt of the discovery

of a land deeating back to the ealy i 900s and containing numerous

irrgularties-which st that the ara wa the propert of a southern

racher.
Despite the fact that the community had been auorizd to sette at the
Rio do Du rubber plantation by. the regional agency of the National
Institute for Agran Setlement and Reform (lCRA), this orgaization
informed the community of the existnce of another ar in Federa
custody and with no owners, where they could move. Said area locted

in the Municipality ofPauini (Amnas State) along the narws of the
Mapiá nver, a trbuta of the Pun nver, was 150 kilometer (æ 9S
miles) from the Rio do Oura rubber plantation.

The community, confronting innumerable diffculties yet. agan,
undertook the move to the Mapiá river narws with the aim of
estblishing a new rubber plantation caled Céu do Mapiá. They did so
even though this also meant leaving behind a rubber plantation witout
,reiving , ,any, compensation &om the alleged. -landowners,
notwithstding the fully-realize agcultu and 'rUbber-production

capacity of said plantation or the many enhancements built. for it by the
community.

The rural community's move from Colônia 5000 to the hear of the '
Aman forest is meaningful frm both a matenal and spiritual
stadpoint Daime shall protec his childrn, the Mida, who await the
call to return to the origins, to the grves of nibber trees where many
were born and raised. It is also a return to the time when Mestr mneu
worked in the jungle tapping rubber, and came to know Daime." (op.
cit., pp. 120-121)
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by the time we arved. Along the retu route we came across a canoe of "pilgrms"

(about six people) hailng from Brasíla, Baha and Rio de Janeiro in search of the
sacredness which the Céu do Mapiá Plantation signfies for them.

27 - Date: 07/20/1986. Arval, in the morng, in Rio Branco, whence we visited

"Colônia Cinco MiL." There remai little to add to what has already been stated about it.
Compared to our preceding visits, ths one was much quicker. At present, this communty
does not appea to be as well organed as the others mentioned herein. We visited the

"craft house,~' the church and a few lodgings. It should be recalled, however~ that
£'Colônia Cinco Mil" was visited by Dr. Isac Germo Kamiol and Dr. Sérgio Daro
Seibel in October of 1985, as reported previously.

28 - Visit No.6, on September 12 and 13, 1986, was made by Dr. Domingos Berndo
Gialluisi da Silva Sá, Dr. Isac Germano Kaol, Dr. Sérgio Daro Seibel and Dr. Clar
Lucia de Oliveir Inem, who went to the Centro Espírita Beneficente União do Vegeta,
which ha its Rio de Janeiro headquaers at Estda do Cartão SIN, with its entray at
Estad de Boca do Mato, after no. 695 - Vargem Pequena, Jacaepagå.

The União do Vegeta, also known simply as the UDV, ha charcteristcs which

difer in many respects from those of the communities referred to up to tls point,

although, with regard to the essential purose of ths study, it is basicaly identical to
them. It is a spirtu center which uses the same beverae which we are concerned with:
ayahuaca. The UDV, however, ha another Meste (mentor), i.e., other than Raundo
Ireu Serr ('5Genera Jurdan" to the followers of the "Santo Daie Doctre~" which
he creted). The União do Vegeta defers to José Gabriel da Costa its spirtu mentor,

who founded it on July 22, 1961 (cf. the statements contaned in the letter issued by the
legal representatives of the UDV, in Atthment NO.1 1).

. In an arcle appearg in América Indígena (volume XLVI, Janua-March

i 986), a quaerly publication of the Inter-American Indian Insttute, Anthony Richard
Henman (University of London), accurtely addresses
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t.lie use of:?Y~'J,7?sca bv the União do Vegetal. The aricle is entitled "Avahuasca Use in", '" - ..
an Authoritaan Context. The Case of the União do Vegeta in Brazil".

Henman states tht the UDV was fowided in Porto Velho in 1962. The aricle in
question presents a fairly faith depiction of ths other branch of "ayahuaqueiros,"
including,/ in Brazl, the adepts of Mestre Ramundo Irineu Serr founder of the Santo

Daime Doctrne, who form the people of Jurmadan;and the adepts of Mestre José
Gabriel ci Costa founder of the União do Vegeta (UDV), wluch is analyzed in detail in
the aforementioned aricle by Henan. The issue of América Indígena which featurd the

arcle in question wa devoted entirly to ayahuaca, and has therefore ben incorporated

herein as an integr par of ths report (Attchment No. 12). It is wortwhile reading,
parcularly the aforementioned arcle by A. R. Henman, and the aricle by Professor
Richad Evan Schultes on "The Historical Development of Identifyg Malpighiaceae
Employed as Hallucinogens," both of wluch are essential in order to understad ths

reort.

29 - The UDV took the intiative (cf. Prologue, item I) of requesting tht the
CONFEN review the inclusion of Banisteriopsis caapi among the drugs listed as illcit
substces. Ths reuest and its supportg documents brought about the proceeing

regiser under no. 019547, available at the Secretaat of the CONFEN. The peru of

these records reveals the numerous depositions which wer given by professionals, with
titles including: doctor, public offcial, lawyer, servicean business manager,
psychologist, stteattomey general, unversit professor, 'arhitect, engieer, raio
anouncer, economist publicist wrter, baer, cocoa grwer, stae ta inspector, chief
collections offcer of the Federa Revenue Service, and student-all of them members of
the UDV, which has around two dozen centers, with locations .in Baha, Cear Espírto
Santo, Rio de Janeiro, Amazona, São Paulo and Rondônia. Attchent No. 13 lists al of

the UDV's offcials in Bral, together with their respective addrsses. Attchment No.
13-A.is .t,UDV'SoWD.reor.on.i hiry an myt.

30 - Moreover, both our visits to the UDV and our relationships with its followers,
over the coure of nearly two year, have allowed us to confrm Henman's asserton tht
said followers are middle-clas members of urban society.
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3! - Th,e, """J:d:" (oft-he UD") is different i!~ t.liat it does not include hyms or dances.
However, they do play records or tape recordings of familiar works and arists. Those of
us visiting all took par in the ceremony. We witnessed the same "punfication" process,
as did Henman, who remarks: "(...) the act of vomiting is considered to be the expulsion

of harful material, an act of purfication" (cf. the above-cited América Indígena,

,p. 232). The ritus we had the opportty to obseive are so faithflly describe in
Henman's aricle tht to recapituate them here would be ~ointless. Moreover, said arcle
provides additional insights, especially with regard to social organzaion, creation myt

and other information referred to previously.

32 - The UDV in Rio de Janeiro own the site of its headquaers, a wooded propert
of nealy one and haf acres. It has about i i 7 members in Rio de Janeiro and around 2000
members thoughout Brazil. Those members who have the meas to do so contrbute
10% of their eargs to the organtion, while those who are poor or unable to pay do

not make a contrbution. There are also members who make' higher contrbutions, as they
fit.

A cipó vie, brought back from the Amazn raorest is used for the preparo,
i.e., "preartion." (Te Daiista term for ths,feitio, i.e., "cra" is not employed by the

UDV). I wa told tht the lea ca be found at a place caled Peda Braca, in Rio de

Janeiro.

I was' also inormed that, for "special" gatherigs, the men wear a wifonn
consistg of white pants and a gren shir, and the women wear golden-yellow pats or
ski and a gren blouse. The offciatig mestr is the only one to wear a blue shi

-

Ths was the fmal visit made to an ayahuaca-using communty.

, 33 - Interview-with Artomo Alve Leimo Neto, ajoumist working for the newspaper
o Rio Branco. The inteiewee was the designated "secreta and spokesman" of the
"Alto Santo" religious communty. I will only be reportng the most relevant points from
the two-hour recorded interew, tag into account tht "Alto Santo" constitutes
another branch of the Santo Daime Doctre. Thus, although "Alto Santo" recognis the
sae founder-Mestr Raundo Irineu Serra-its spiritul leaer is not "Padrio
Sebaão. "
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The, spiritul teachings of "Alto Santo" are administered by the High Council,
which, according to the interviewee, was founded by "Mestre Inneu" himself. Said
Council has offces-in-perpetuity, which are: a) The Mestre Imperador (Emperor-
Mentor) and Chief of Doctrne: Mestre Raimundo Irineu Serra; b) The President Leâncio
Gomes cù Silva (deceased), also called Mestre Imediato, whom Mestre Inneu, while still
alive, chose to head the communty; c) The Councilor José da Neves, who is quite
advanced in age, and practically never paricipates in the work. These thee offces are

held in perpetuty and are non-trsferable. Underneath the High Council there is the
Communty Council, which directs the communty in accordance with "orders emanatig
frm above." It provides for the material needs of the organzation. (The COWlcil

comprises positions and duties which include: president, mOJUtors, secreta, Daime
preparation, cusodianp of the communty's patrony, etc.)

At present, the leaership of the center is held incontestably by the "Dignita," a
title whch Mest Ireu gave to his wife, Mistess Peregra Gomes Ser while he was
stl alve.

For Alto Santo, the only padro was Mest Irneu, who ha no succssors. It is
at varance with the communty whch follows the "Pado" for two mai reaons.

Fir, because Mest Ireu set the maximum number of hym tht one ca recive in

one's lietie at 132. Beyond th number, Mestre hineu would no longer be respnsible

because they would no longer be inpired by him. Also, the intervewee af that sad
number has been surassed by a number of Padro Sebastião's followers. The second
reon was the use of "Sait Mar's Wort" (i.e., caabis) in Colônia 5000 which, in '81-

'82 caused the Federal Police crakdown catig troubles and stigm upon the ten other
centers in Rio Braco, where only "dae" was used, but whose follower were

nonetheless persecuted by the police, sumoned for depositions, and harassed at school
and at work, jus because they used "dae," on accunt of whch they were
automatcaly-called 'Jithea."

Notwthtading, the interviewee expresses the willngness to seek common

ground, with the main exception being marjuaa use.

Curently, there ar perhaps some 200 members who live on small propertes
registered with the INCRA most of them originally from faners. Nowadays the
communty is more spirtu, since everyone produces their own products and sells them
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directly in the cIty, which is nearby.

Normally they assemble twce per month, durng sessions which are attended by
famlies, children of all ages and pregnant women, in order to pare of Daime, a long-
stading trdition. They seek physical, mental and spiritu health. Daime promotes deep

meditation and spiritu fitness.

34 - Effects upon the human body as. a whole - On this subject, Professor Isac
Genno Kaol points out that psychotropic drugs-gs which act upon the centrl
nervous system-are classified in diferent ways by different sources. The chemical

strctues of these substaces are a potential approximation. Phanacologica effect is the

more widely accepted distiishig factor. Hence, hallucinogenic dns are ones which,

on the whole, provoke chages in sensry perception, most often hallucinations, i.e.,

peceptions in the absence of an external object. Visua halucinations are
charcterically caused by such substces, and tls is what distguies them from the

altered states which are tyical. of certn menta disorders, such as schiphrnia,
involvi the mafesttion of auditory halucintions.

Cert halucinogenic dngs, such as LSD, are taen as pure substaces. More

commonly, however, a plant is used or, in ra intaces, a mix of plants, as in the

case of ayahuasca.

The most importt work on the halucinogenic compounds of ayahuaca ¡sby

Rivier and Lindgren (1972). As it happens, betacabolines such as hanine, haralne
and tetrydrohane, as well as N-diethyltrtane, ar found in the adixtu of
Banisteriopsis caapi and Psychotria viridis. Dimethyltrtae is much more active
th the other compounds. Notwthtading, when it is 

taen on its own though ora
ingeston, its effect appeas t~ be limted, since it is metabolized quickly in the penpheral
tisses by.cncs'known as monoane,Qxid. The betolines inbit these
enzes, thereby prolonging the effect of the N-dimethyltrtae. Ths mechansm
was the subject of recent stdy by McKenna et ai.
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The:hemIeal mal:eup of its comp:m.l.ï.d or compoll'1ds notwithsta'1ding, the
indisputable result is that ayahuaca, as a unfied whole, has a hallucinogenic effect.

As ths prepartion acts with the body, it produces the intense hallucinatory

effects for which it is known in addition to other possible peripheral effects, such as
vomiting, diarhea, etc. To date, no data is available which would allow an adequate
assessment of the chronic menta and clincal effects of its long-term use. Other
unown include the effect, whether acute or long-term, upon children, pregnant
women and fetuses. Such stdies are faily complicated. On the basis of uncontrolled
observations we made dung our visits to severa communities where "dame" is used
ritually and noncontiuously, generally durg ceremonies and on special dates, we did
not discover any abnormalities.

3S - Actions taen by public authorities. Over the years, the public authorities have
taen uncoordited action in countless caes involvig Ayahuaca use in Bral which,
despite deèades of involvemen~ never actuly clarfied or resolved the issue. Such action
has ben islated in the absence of any signcant cordination between the varous

authorities, and ha usuay resulte from the stae of loca autorities upon leang tht
grups of people were using an unamilia beverae with mind-alterig effects. It would
appe, however, tht in every one of these inces the problems were sasfactorily

clared and therefore resolved. Any fuer examintion of the aforementioned caes

would be beyond the scope of ths report and is bettr left to a historica surey.

36 - However, there is a case of a cordted action taen by the Brazian federal

authorities whch is very importt in tenn of the present report and whch is rerded
in two files of the Federal Police Deparent, Regional Superitendency of the-State of
Acre, with the followi nwnbers: SRAPFIBSB-027129/81 and, SRAPFIDSB-
001372/82. These -fies 'Cnstitued 1he rerds which at present, are avaibible at the
CONFEN SeeIetaat A cafu examnation of sad rerds reveas a cert fact, i.e.,
not merely a conclusion "a" or " b", bu~ it bears repeatng, a fact. And what is ths
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important fact? It involves the ai-rest of a young man named Eder Cfuïdido Silva, who
was 22 years old at the time. The arest occured in Rio Branco, the capital of the State of
Acre, on September 30, 1981. This yòung man, who "was caring a green mcksack

which caught the attention of both the driver and his fellow police offcers" (cf. the tenn

of the "record of arst for a crime detected in the act"), was detaed by the police
offcers, who "decided to perform a seach of the individua..." (cf. the above-eited
&'record of arest"), upon whose person "marjuaa" was found. The arestee was residing

in "Colônia Cinco Mil", where there was marjua planted.

On the followig day, Le., October 1, 1981, the Federa Police went to "Colônia
Cinco Mil", where they confscated marjuaa plants, seeds and leaves. It can therefore
be afed tht Banisteriopsis wa subsequently put on the DIMO list of ilicit

substces on account of the "marjua" which, at tht tie, was being used at "Colônia

Cinco Mil", alone among the ten or so other communties whose members exclusively
us ayahuaca, according to the deposition of Antonio Alves Leitão Neto (cf. item 33
above). The fact remans tht the varous investgations which tageted a number of

grups of ayahuaca users, esecialy the comiunty led by "Pado Sebastião", were

setoffby the ares ofEder for possession of marjua 

37 - The fact in queston is of paramount importce, given tht to date the Working
Grup ha been unable to discover a single objectively verified recrd capable of
demonstrg, unequivocay, any social ha actuly caused by the use of ayahuaca It
should be reiterated tht the subject of the Workig Grup's investigation is ayahuaea
not marjuaa, cocaine or any other drg-ad it is obvious tht only problems which ar
speificay caused by the use of said beverge may be considered.

_ 38 - The fies referrd to in ite 36 above, frm the Feder Police Deparent,
Regona Superintendency of the Stae of Acre, as well as the varous invesgations in
connecon with them, resulted in Admistrtive Ruling No. 0534 of Augu 3, 1982,
issued by the then Miater of Jusce, Ibram Abi-Ackel, by way of whch an
intermsterial working grup was formed_ for the purose of undertg the
"comprehensive review of the matter referrd to in Proceeding No. MJ-7394/82,

suggestg all necessar measures" (Attchment No. 14). The Public Prosecutor, Dr.
Edmar de Azevedo Monteiro, was respnsible for coordinating the Group, however there
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is no reco:-d cf &.1)' fin3.! repo:t submitted from this source.

IV

CONCLUSION

39 - It must fist be understood thåt the change in membership of the Federal Cowicil

on Narcotics (CONFEN), wluch occured durg the beginng of ths year, made it
dicult to brig together all of the members of the Workig Group so that they could

jointly. draf ths fin report-: tak which would have require numerous meetings in

light of the complexity and. breadth of the work involved. Hence, the signatory of the
present report maintaed individua contats with the varous members of the Workig
Grup, and present and pas CONFEN board members, thereby gathering assorted
material, opinons, inormation and contrbutions. These members will al be sent a copy
of ths report along with a request that they issue their fidigs on it, which are to be sent

to the CONFEN.

40 - The period of two yea followig the July 30, i 985 publicaton of Resolution No.
4 ha ben essential in allowig a more equale and reliable assessment of the
consequences of ayahuaca use. Ths period ha allowed us, among a number of other

activities, to observe users, to review reports about them, to visit varous communties
and, fialy, to form an imparal, objecive and just opinon on the matter at had. A
shorter period of tie would have disalowed such degree of experience.

A fist conclusion ca easly be aived at on the basis of what was stated in item
37 above. Given th to date, ther exis no objecively verified record contanig an

uneqvoca demonson of social ha caus by the us of ayahuaca the sttu quo
should not be alter. In other words, there is no reon, to date, for said beverage, in the
way it is being prepard and used to be included in the DIMEO list of illcit substces.

41 - There exist, however, unquestioned asumptions which are indeed questionable

and which are fuer manested as prejudice, given tht, so often, they are simply the
product of idea which ar received and accepted without ever having been subjected to

critica analysis. The Workig Group's concer with the "ayahuaca" issue over the pas
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t".N,:) years h.: led it to maintai. inriumerable conta:ts \\'ILh users from all levels of
society, from Rio de Janeiro, to Brasíla, to the depth of the Amazon jungle. Durg ths
period, it has noted that many inquiries have involved preconceived opinions and

condemnatory conclusions. Most often, said inquies have revolved around two words:

"hallucinogen" and "cultues", as in: "Is ayahuasca a hallucinogen?" and, if so, "Can city
dweller be allowed to use it, given the differences between urban and rual cultues?"

At the very least, such questions require all those who address the dig íssue 10
engage in meaured reflection in order to better anwer them.

42 - ,What can be afrmed is tht the search for a paricular form of perception, as
underten by the users of ayahuaca durg their "work", does not appea to li
halucintion if ths term is taen to mea derangement or inty. Among al of t1e
groups we visited there was one common goal whch they all stctly adhered to: t1e
seach for holiness and self-knowledge. It does not fall to the Workig Grup 10
determe whether the term halucintion, defied as ilusion, daydreag or fantay,
applies to their way of experiencing holiness or self-knowledge.

43 - Obviously, it would not be tolerale if the perceptions in queston led those whD
experience them to engage in anti-social beavior har to the rights of others. In th

regard, it bear repeating what wa stted in the fit trvel report frm nealy two year
ago, as quoted in item 11 above, i.e.:

"Mora and ethca stdads of behavior, similar in ever
respect to those which exst and ar remmended in our
society, ar observed with the varous sects, at ties in an

even .stcter maner. Respect for the law always appeared to
be emphasizd."
.................... ... ................ .... .. ......... ...... ......... ........

"The followers of the sects appea to be cal and happy
people. Many of them atbute famly reunfication, regaied

interest in their jobs, fiding themselves. and God etc., to the
religion and the tea ..
....................... ...................... ................................
COThe ritu US of the tea does not appear to be disruptive or

to have adverse effecs upon the social interactions of the
varous sects' followers. On the contr, it appea to orient

them towads seekig social contentment in an orderly and
productive maner."

44 - It is well-known that man has always searched for ever-better ways of

overcoming the limtations of his own abilty to understad. Not just "hippies", but even
Thoma Aquin, in referrng to the soul (which, it is importt to note, has the meanng
of (text cut off at page bottom)
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alluded to 6e spedcl cirCll'Tt:mces which alle\\' it to leave t.lie body, to .~~thdraw from

the physical, and enable the emergence of (lus? its?) inherent knowledge. With regard to
these circumstaces, Professor João Manoel de Albuquerque Lin of the Pontificia
Universidade Católica (Pontifica Catholic University) of Rio de Janeiro affnn tht:

"They are all occsions during which 'sensory occupations' cease
to dominate our consciousness, thereby allowing us to distce

ourselves from immediate contact with the outside world which

surrounds us. Hcnce his reference, in De Anima, to the
'dorminetibus', i.e., to those who sleep and therefore to dreaing;
and to the 'alienatis D sensibus', i.e., to those who are not using their
senses, or who, for whatever reasons, ar removed frm the senses;
in Summa contra Gentiles, we once again encounter 'dormientes',
those who slee;'sycopizanibus', those who suffer from sycopes
or fainting; and 'exlasim pasis', those who exprience ecsties;
and in Book IV of Sententim, he also refers to dring 'in
dormiendo', i.e., while sleeping, and 'in excessu mentis', i.e., in a
ste of ecst, or, perhaps more speifically, while in a trce.

These are thc same cirumstaces, therfore, that modem
parpsychology resniz as highly conducive to the maifesttion
of ESP or psi-gama abilities."
(Excerpt frm thejomnal Verbum, Vol. XX, fascicle 2, June 1967,
Universidade Católica Rio de Janeiro, p. 221.)

The sole and exclusive reon for th reference to Thoma Aquinas is to propose
reflecton upon the sttes of perction to whch ma can be brought, and wluch do not

appéar to merit the defition of maess or inty, and which, morever, it would be
presuptuous to classify as ilusioÌi daydramg or fantay. Agai we mus reflect
upn and ponder the fact that, in the societ in which live, we ar quick to classify as
cra or inane those who, with or without ayahua~ choose lifestyles different from
our own or who sek processes of leag or persona reaiztion which diverge frm the

estlished order.

Hence, the allusion to Thoma Aqui does not purrt to offer an arguent as
to wheter ayahuaca should be used or not, but rather has the puise of demonsng

, tht we often thoughtlessly classify as halucination cert abilties ''which we all

possess, at least on a basic level" (Albuquerque Lin, op. cit., p. 211). Such
"assumptions", which ar undisputed, unchallenged and ingraied over the year, make it
diffcult to examine the issue, espeially when such "assumptions" go had-in-hand with
what Henm identifies as:

"the nee for a 'total war on dnigs' which, in tu, is based upon the

prohibitionist hysteria promoted by the U.S. DnigEnforcment
Administrtion throug the locl media" (op. cit., p. 221).

4S . As previously mentioned the beverage in question is made with native species.
Ths obseivation is importt in that, in the case of synthetic forms (text cut off at page
bottom)
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C....) ether treatment. Moreover, ti'ie typical reactions of vomiting and diarhea (h'le latter
being less frequent) leads us to suppose that ayahuasca does not lend itself to easy,
indiscriinate or recreational use by the general public. Indeed, ths can been verified by

the fact tht, despite receiving a good deal of coverage in major Brazlian newspapers, to
date ayahuaca has not been fancied by hedonistic consumers.

46 - Finally, there is the question of "cultu differences". An honorar professor of

the School of Philosophy of the Catholic University of Lyons noted that, in sociology,
culture is "the combintion of intitutions and trditions, of customs and collective

representations, of beliefs and value systems which characterize a given society"

("Vocabular of Philosophy", Agir, 1975, p. 60).

But how can one imagine a clea barer betee the "cultues" present at the Céu
do Maiá robber plantation, in Rio Braco, in Rio de Janeiro or in Visconde de Mauá
when, thoughout the yea, pilgr arve frm the four comers of Brazil to sty for a
time in the Amn jungle, at Céu do Mapiá? And how could such cultus be

impermeable when one realizes tht, in tu Pado Sebastio and his enti famly

spnt a long'tie in the Céu do Ma communty in the São Conrdo distrct of the city of
Rio de Janeiro? With regard to the matt under consideration, the above report for the
date of 7/1 5/1 986, on pp. i 5- i 6, whch mentions pilgrmages to Céu do Mapiå, is also
importt.

47 - In addition, with regar to the oft-mentioned clash or incompatibilty between

"'cultues", it is wortwhle to quote Professor Regin Abreu (Attchment No.9, pp. 16-
17), who sttes:

l1erem othr.considerons to be-adde to the issue whjch we
addrssed previously (p. 14 of this report), regaring-the converion
to the Dotre of cert membérs of urban or indusalize soiety,

a fact which crete anety among religious grups, civil and
milta authorities, and elements of civil society. The adoption of

the Santo Daime Doctre in cities evidently has charcteristcs
which ar spifc to the ur lifesle, and ar obviously devoid of

activities which ar specific to the ru environment, such as hunting

and lare-scale faning. Notwithstading, those who convert to the

Doctrine may be led to p~ctice ritus and lifestles which preserve

the basic characteristics of the rul religious communities. In both
cases, there is a similar projeclln both cass, as staed by the above-
quoted anthpologis Louis Dumont, "te emphasis is placed upon

the society as a whole, as a collective person,

'.,
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the idea! be!ng defined by t.lie organization of the society in view of
its goals (rather than personal gain); what it amounts to, above all, is
order and hierarchy; each specific individual must do his par to
contrbute to the overall order, and justice consists of providing

social functions in relation to the whole" (cf. Dumont, Louis. i 966.
Homo Hirarchicu - Le Système des Castes et Ses Implications, p.
23. Pars: Gallmard.). Hence, in cities, the community is also
strctured so as to fulfill its material and spiritul needs (by adopting
the "doctrne", as practice in the rural environment). Said material

needs are fulfilled by way of the varety of occupations which exist
in uran society (including professionals, public servants, private-
sector employees, politicians, professors, intellectuals, etc.).

In any event, however exotic these countr- or city-based "Santo
Daime" communities may appea, their diversit ca be enrching

. both for individuals and for society as a whole."

As a fina conclusion on ths theme, there is no text more fitting than the
followig one by Claude Lévi-Struss:

"No culte is alone; it is always capale of connections with other
cultu, and this is what allows it to build cumulative series. The

prbability of a longer seres emerging ftm among the other series
natuly depends upon the bredt duration and varabilty of the
system of connection."
..... .................. ..................................... .......... .... ...

"The only fatality, the only flaw which ca afict a human group and
keep it frm fully realizig its nat is to be alone." (Raça e

História. pp. 262-263. Raça e Ciência I. 1970. São Paulo:
Perspectiva.)

WHREAS, in view of the legal authority of the Federa Council on Narcotics,
whch is legally rensible for the implementation of stada policies, general
coordition, supervsion, control and investigation of dr us; in view of the fact tht

the decisions of the CONFEN mus be complied with by the federal adstrve bodies
mak up the Nationa System for the Prvention, Taxation and Repression of Narcotics
Use; in view of the resultig fact that the CONFEN may, at anytie, determine meaures
contiollng and even prohibiti any substace whch ha specific characteristics makg
prohibition advisable; and in view of the fact that, to date,
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no crrcurúSUl'1CeS have occured which indicate, vdth regard to the use being made of

"ayahuasca", that any chage to the CUlent DIMED lists is necessar; NOW,
THEREFORE, the proposal being made, and which is subject ,to the sovereign ruling of
the Federal Council on Narcotics, is to maitan the present policy adopted by the
DIMD in its most recent admstrtive ruings, arved at in collaboration with the
CONFEN itself, whch is to exclude from the aforementioned lits those plant spcies

which are ,used in the preparation of"ayahuaca", most commonly referred to in Brazl as
"daime" or ''vegeta'', among other previously mentioned naes.

*****
***

*

As a fial conclusion to ths report I would like, in my capacity as chai of
the Working Group, to than the distigushed Prsidents of the CONFEN, Dr. Técio
Lin e Silva, and Dr. Miguel Reale, Jr., for the confdence whch they both placed in said
Group, therby allowig it, with the personal and material liitaons acknowledged
herein to be of modest serce to the higher public interest which is vested in the Federa
Council on Narotics.

(signtu 1

Domingos Berndo Gialuii da Silva Sá
Chaian oftbe Working Group
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MINISTRY OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL COUNCIL ON NARCOTICS

CONFEN

Memorandum no. 423/CONFENIMJ

Brasßia, September 10,1997

Attn: Advisor to the Minister of Justice
Re: Use of "ayahuasca"

With regard to your solicitation regarding the use of the tea known as
"A Y AHASCA", I hereby inform you that:

i. Having been directed by DIMD Admintrative Ruling No. 2/85 to issue a

rmding on the inclusion of Banisteriopsis caapi among the drs listed as

prohibited substaces, which includes references, in parentheses, to "cipó
de ,chinchona" (cinchona liana), "chacrona" or "marir", a, Workig Group
was appointed by CONFEN Resolution No.4 of July 30, 1985 with the
purose of exaning the question of the production and consumption of
substaces derived from said plant species. The Workig Group cared out
varous activities, with a view to learing. about the aspects referred to in
Resolution No. 4/85, "icluding sociological, anthopologicaL, chemical,

medical and general health aspects". A number of visits were made to sites
where ayahuasca is used ritually. The Workig Group concluded that the
DIMD policy should be matained puruat to its most recent
administrative rulings, which excluded from the aforementioned lists the
plant species used in the preparation of ayahuasca which in Bral is more
commonly referred to as "daime" pr "vegeta", among other previously
mentioned names.
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2. In i 988, an anonymous complaint was lodged which brought about the

reexamination of the issue of ayahuasca use. Said complaint is attched to

Police Inquiry No. ....9/89 - DRE/SRJPFIR, ordered by the Honorable
Judge of the 13th Federal District Cour in the' city of Rio de Janeiro.
. Council member Domigòs Bernardo G. da Silva Sá submitted a fmding,
unanimously approved by the 5th Anual General Meeting of the Federal
Council on Narcotics (CONFEN), held on June 2, 1992, which upheld the
finding presented by the 1985 Final Report of the Working Group.

3. In 1994, a new complaint fied by Ms. Alicia Castilho, who has a daughter

in a Sect in Rio Branco which uses "A Y AHASCA", gave rise to
Proceedng No. 136/94. Said proceeding consists of291 pages to which are
attched all of the existing CONFEN documents relatig to the matter.
Durng its analysis, there was parcipation by groups which use the tea,
who had full access to the Council, with parcipation durng regular
meetings, including the showing of a documentar about the Sect. Council
member José Costa Sobrio submitted a fmding, unanously approved
by the 3rd Anua General Meeting of the Federa Council on Narcotics of
June 2, 1995. Among other conclusions, said fiding recommended

prohibiting the use of the tea by minors, given that their personalities are in
a constnctive developmental phase and tht . their abilty to exercise
judgment is therefore limited; and in view of the Statute on Children and
Adolescents, with specific legislation guteeing their rights.

4. In .the meatime, Judge Mauro José do Nascimento Campello, of the

Juvenile Cour of Boa Vista in the State of Roraima, requested

clarifications for a case in his distrct involving a request for minors over
the age of 14 to use the "hoasca" tea. In view of other similar requests
having come from a number of distrcts, a new proceeding was underaken
(Proceeding No. 08000.017948/96-21). The Reporter, Council member
Analdo Madniga Fernandes, submitted a finding durg the 3rd Anual
General Meeting of the Federal Council on Narcotics (CONFEN), held on
May i 6, i 997, where once agai the conclusion was reached to recommend
that the tea known as A Y AHASCA not be used by miors under the age
of 18. (eighteen), even in the company of their parnts or guadian, and
regardless of the dose or ceremony, thereby basically maintaning its
previous decision.
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For the purposes of furter clarfication, lam attching the findings'

handed down by the distinguished members of the Council, the respective
minutes from their meetings, a copy of the Final Report of the Working
Group established by Resolution No. 4/85, and the statement made by the
President of the Federal Council on Narcotics to the Assistat Attorney
Genera of the Republic.

Sincerely,

(signtue i

MÁCIA MA DA SILVA
Executive Secretary of the CONFEN
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OREGON BOARD OF PHARMACY
LETTERS TO ROY HABER

(THREE LETTERS)
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-Oregon
John A. Kitzber, M.D., Goveror

Board of Pharmacy
State Office Building, Suite 425

800 NE Oregon Street # 9
Portland, OR 97232

Phone: (503) 731-4032
Fax: (503) 731-4067

E-Mail: pharmacy.board(istate.or.us
Web: www.pharacy.state.or.us

November 8, 2000

Roy S.Haber

Attrney at Law
570 E 40th Str

Eugene, OR 97405

Dea Mr. Haber,

The Orgon Board ofPhay ba reived the inormation provided to supplement your
appee before the Board at its Novembe 8, 2000 meeg in Portand.

Afer reew and discussion of ths material and havig head your presetaion on November 8,
It seems apparnt to the Bod tht the saraenta us of th Santo Daie te in the context of a
bona fide religious ceremony by practitioner of the Santo Daie religion as describe do not
constute' abus of a contrlled substce.

Sincerely,

~dø-ú)~
;;:1ar A. Schnabel. RPlL RN
Sxecutive Director

¡:v~.L,L I'~ #_' it
/

I

. PI.IN1"IFF'Š.
EXHIBIT

:3
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Joh A. Kitzaber, M.D., Governor

Board of Pharmacv
State Office Buidig, Suite 425

800 NE Oregon Street # 9
Portland, OR 97232

Phone: (503) 731-4032
Fax: (503) 731-467

E-Mai: pharmaeyboard(istate.or.us

Web: www.pharmacy.state.or.us

November 22, 2000

RoyS. Haber
Attorney at Law
570E 40th Strt

Eugen, OR 97405

Dea Mr. Habe,

Ths is in repons to your lettr of Novembe 22, 200 to th Oron Bod ofPJucy
indicatig your clients' desir and wiingness to rester with the Bo an to comply with any
reguatory reuimen to which they may be sujec Whe th Boar doe not possss
authty to stte whetr any churh ca prace its religion in Oron, th Boar did stte in its
Novembe 8, 200 leter to you th it doe not consder saen us of th Santo Daie Tea
in the Churhes religious ceronies to constute abus of a cotrlled subce.

BOar st and counl have discusse th issue rase in your let rega the registon
of the Churh an compliance with regury reuiments. Th Boar is involved in the
reguaton of the sae and dibuon of dr in Orgon an the invesation of alegations of
dr abus. Sin the Chui is neith a dm outet nor, as indicate by the opinon of the
Boar involved in th abus of a contrlled subst, the Bo ha no autrity to reui

region or complice with any Orgon pha reguatons..

In sum, I would say you can inor your clients th th Orgon Bo of Phar neither
possse no pla to exerise relatry autority with rear to the religious praces of the
Sato Daie Churh in Oron.

Sincerely,

ß¡C-.Jc-4
Ga A. Schnl, RPh, RN
Executve Ditor .,

£ ~h.i brt-- "0'1 ~;
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Dregon
TheodoreR. Kuiongoski, Governor

Oregon Board Of Pharmacy
800 NE Oregon Street, Suite 150

Portland, OR 97232
Phone: 971/673-0001

Fax: 971/673-0002
E-mail: pharmacy.boardCWstate.or.us

Web: www.pharmacy.state.or.us

June' 20, 2008
Mr. Roy Haber
Attorney at Law
540 E. 40th Street
Eugene, OR 97405

Dear Mr. Haber,

On November 8, 2000, after receiving the Santo Daime Memorandum of Law and
expert reports, and after holding a hearing, the Oregon Board of Pharacy
concluded that the sacramental use of the Santo Daime tea in the context of a
bona fide religious ceremony by practitioners of the Santo Daime religion as
described does not constitute abuse of a controlled substance.

On November 22,2000, after receiving a letter from you on behalf of your clients
offering to register with the Board, we advîsed you that the Board is involved in
regulation of the sale and distribution of drugs' in Oregon and the investigation
of allegations of drug abuse. Since the Church is neither a drug outlet nor, as
indicated by the opinion of the Board, involved in abuse of a controlled substance,
the Board has no authority to require registration or compliance with any Oregonpharmacy regulations. '
The Board has considered the May 2, 2008, proposal of the Santo Daime Church
to provide it with copies of documents that record the amount of sacramental tea
that is brought into Oregon for Church services in Ashland and any distribution to
other Santo Daime congregations in Oregon. Y our ~urrent request to the Oregon
Board of Pharmacy is for the Board to act as a quasi official repository of these
documents. For the reasons cited above, the Board feels it must decline your offer
to supply it with copies of your sacrament receipt records.

I.want to thank you for being open and wiling to provide these records on behalf
of the Church's' effort to demonstrate that it is taldng all reasonable steps to
prevent the tea from being diverted. As previously stated in its November 22,
2000 letter, the Board does not plan to exercise regulatory authority with regard to
the religious practices of the Santo Daime Church in Oregon.

Very truly yours,

p~;J~/Vl
Gary Schnabel
Executive Director

. .
£)(h/b(t

.. \. I (
bb ~
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PLAINTIFFS' EXHIBIT 5:

DEFENDANTS' RESPONSES TO
PLAINTIFFS' INTERROGATORIES

NOS. 16 AND 17

IN THE CASE OF

o CENTRO ESP/RITA BENEF/C/ENTE
UN/AO DO VEGETAL, ET AL. V. JOHN

ASHCROFT, ET AL.
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OCT -19-2øei 23: 37 CIVIL DIV/FED PRO BR 202 616 a2Ø2~ P.02

\ '
IN THE UNTED STATES DlSTRCT COURT

FOR THB DISTRICT OF NEW MEXICO

_ 0 CENTRO ESPllTA BBNEFICIENTB
'UNIAO DO VEGETAL, et al.,

Platntif ,

VB. No. CV 00-1647 JPIRP

JOHN ASHCROFT, et at.,

Defendants.

DEFENDANTS' RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFFS' INTERROGATORIES No. 16 and i 7

INTERROGATORY NO. i 6: State what evidenoe you have that any hoasei has been diverted

from the 0 Centro Espirita Beneficiente, Uniao do Vegetal to non-religious use, inoluding in yoW'

answer, without limitation, the witnesses and/or docwnents that support your answer.

RESPONSE: Defendants respond that they have no evidence that hoasoa has been divertd
i

from the 0 Centro Espiiita Beneficiente Uniao do Vegetal other than what may be reflected in

the grd jury documents. Defendants canot access these doouments without a cour order.

INTltRROCATORY NO. 17: State what evidenoe you have that any peyote has been divered

by any member of the Native Amerioan Churh to non-religious use, including in your anwer

the witnesses and/or documents that support your answer.

RES:PONSE: Defendants respond that, without having searhed the files oltho 94 U.S.

Attorneys Offcest Defendants have no evidence of any peyote hllving been divered by ~y

member ofthe Native American Church to non-religious use.

PL.IN"I'IFF'S
, EX. H.. IBlr

I .5 US 002612
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OCT-19-20øi 23: 37 CIVIL DiV/FED PRO BR 202 616 8202 P.03
"'

Dated: October 19, 200 i Respectfully submitted,

.

ROBERT D. McCALLUM, JR.
Assistat Attorney General

NORMAN BAY
United States Attomey
for the District of New Mexico

VlcnNTM. GARVEY
Deputy Branch irector

t7
BL Brn GOITIN
ADAM J. SZUlN
United States Deparent of JustiQC

Civil Division
901 E Stret, N.W., Room 1032
Washiiou, D.C. 20004

Telephone: (202)514-4470

Attome~ for Defendants

-2-

US 002613
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that I served the foregoing AMENDED EXPERT WITNESS

STATEMENT OF GEORGE GERDING - EVALUATION OF HEALTH AND SAFETY

ISSUES CONCERNING SACRAENTAL INGESTION OF THE SANTO DAIME HOLY

TEA on:

Eric Joseph Beane / Brigham J. Bowen / Julie Straus / Lily Farel
Civil Division, Federal Programs Branch
U.S. Department of Justice
P.O. Box 883, Room 7124
Washington, DC 20044

Attorneys for Defendants

D by mai,ling a copy thereof in a sealed, first-class postage prepaid envelope,

addressed to each attorney's last-known address and depositing in the U.S. mail at Portland,

Oregon on the date set forth below;

D by causing a copy thereofto be hand-delivered to said attorneys at each

attorney's last-known offce address on the date set forth below;

D by sending a copy thereof via overnight courier in a sealed, prepaid envelope,

addressed to each attorney's last-known address on the date set forth below;

D by faxing a copy thereof to each attorney's last-known facsimile number on

the date set forth below; or

o by fiing electronically via the court's CMlECF system.

DATED this (,rday of~~ , 2008.

TONKON TORP LLPBy~N~
Don H. Marmaduke
OSB No. 530727
Direct Dial: 503.802.2003
Direct Fax: 503.972.2003
Email: don.marmaduke~tonkon.com
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

097204\00001\1188593 VOOI

Page 1 - CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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